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In the growing literature on economic and political transition in East Europe there 

has been vety little discussion of the impact of this process on the foreign polices of the 

states involved. While there are chronicles and descriptions of the economic and political 

changes, there has been little attempt yet to systematically examine the impact on these 

states' external relations. The aim of this paper is to begin to explore this question. 

This is justifiable on several grounds. First, foreign policy is, after all, policy. It may 

be aimed at a foreign countty or audience, may involve a different mix of values or issues 

and may command a different locus of decision making from domestically-oriented public 

policy. But it embraces actions and statements taken on behalf of a nation by its 

government and it has an impact on the public and ptivate behavior of a state's citizens. 

As such, it deserves consideration as one realm of public policy which should not be 

excluded a prionl Second, in a region undergoing dramatic political and economic changes 

which touch on virtually all aspects of life in the region, why would one assume that such 

changes would not also affect the states foreign polices? Third, as these changes are taking 

place in many neighboting states simultaneously, it is likely that the magnitude or impact 

of the changes will be amplified. The governments in transition will interact not only with 

their ov•n populations in new ways but with other new governments in new ways as well. 

Fourth, the changed international environment, part of which is the result of the states' 

new forms of interaction with each other, will itself have an impact of its own on the states' 

processes of democratic consolidation and, bringing the relationship full circle, will 

therefore further affect that states' foreign policies. 

I For discussions of foreign policy as public policy see William Zimmerman, "International-National linkages 
and Political Processes in Yugoslavia," in Foreign and Domestic Policy in Eastern Europe in the 1980s, ed 
Michael J. Sodaro and Shaton L. Wolchik (London: Macmillan Press, 1983), pp. 27-46; James N. Rosenau, 
"Foreign Policy as an Issue Area," in James N. Rosenau, ed., The Scientific Study of Foreign Policy, rev. and 
en!. ed. (London: Frances !'inter, 1980), pp. 461-500. 
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Finally, of course, it is worth recalling that this century's two brutal global wars 

began in East Europe and therefore the methods and practices of interaction--old, new and 

changing--are of more than passing interest to the security concerns of the states 

themselves, their immediate and more distant neighbors, and the scholarly and policy 

community who follow developments there. 

This paper considers the relationship between the process of domestic transition and 

these states' international relations in the folloWing way. First, we Will describe briefly how 

the external environment within which foreign policy is being made has itself changed. 

Second, we Will consider how the domestic policy making environment has changed for 

the East European regimes. Finally, we can offer some suggestions as to what propositions 

and evidence there might be linking transition and foreign policy . 

This work operates on several assumptions which should be made explicit. First, 

The this paper accepts the notion that the "transition" which is taking place in East Europe 

is in fact liberalization of both the political and economic systems. While we should be 

careful not to presume that transition Will automatically lead in the direction of greater 

democracy, an increasing role for market forces and a more open country, it is in fact doing 

so in East Europe. The process is, needless to say, a differentiated one and is proceeding 

faster in some places and spheres and more slowly in others. Detailed descriptions of what 

has happened since the revolutions are beyond the scope of this paper, the aim of which is 

to consider how these changes are affecting and might affect the states' external relations.2 

Second, the primary thrust of this paper is to look at the possible impact of domestic 

change on foreign policy; that is, on the states' actions and statements toward their external 

environment. The view from the other side, i.e., the impact of the external environment 

2Reviews of developments in the region can be found, inter alia, in "1991: New Hopes, New Fears," RFEIRL 
Research Report, Vol. I, No. I (3 January 1992); "1990: Democracy in the Year One," Report on Eastern 
Europe, \"ol. 2, No. I (January 4, 1991); "Toward Democracy in Eastern Europe," Report on Eastern Europe, 
Vol. I, No. 28 (July 13, 1990); Judy Batt, East Central Europe from Reform to Transformation (New York: 
Council on Foreign Relations Press for the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1991). A review devoted to 
foreign policy is "Foreign Policy in 1991," Report on Eastern Europe, Vol. 2, No. 51/52 (December 20, 1991. 
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on the states' democratic consolidation, has been considered elsewhere.3 Third, while 

there is some conceptual basis for general propositions regarding the relationship between 

domestic political and economic structure and foreign policy, there exists as yet in East 

Europe a relatively small empirical field within which to test these propositions. The 

changes in East Europe began only in 1989 and in the new Commonwealth of Independent 

States and the Baltic countries only for the last year or so. Thus "results" at this point can 

only be suggestive. 

1be New Intematklnal Erniilmmoad of the East European States 

The possible impact on states' foreign policies of the ongoing transition in political 

and economic systems is taking place against a substantially changed international 

environment. That milieu, the situation to which the states must respond is itself, if not 

completely new, more new than old. 

During the four decades of communist party rule, the key feature of the 

international environment for the East European states was Soviet dominance. While this 

did not mean a lock-step mimicking of foreign behavior for the smaller allies, it did mean 

the enforcement of certain policy parameters by Moscow in conjunction with a local 

communist party elite loyal to Moscow and cognizant of and responsive to its penceived 

needs. The foreign policy concerns of the East European states were mediated through the 

filter of Soviet interests. These were: security, i.e. insuring itself a nonexcludable role in 

determining the future of a divided Europe and a divided Germany; economic, insuring a 

steady flow at first of materiel and later manufactured goods; ideological, insuring the 

replication and expansion of Soviet-style socialism; and political, securing its due as a world 

power. The mixture of bilateral economic and political dominance onhe USSR and ersatz 

3Ronald H. linden, "Democrntic Consolidation and International Relations, • paper prepared for presentation at 
second U.S.--Hungarian Political Science Roundtable, Budapest, December 15-18,1991. 
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"multilateral" alliances embraced the East European states in a relationship which, while 

confining. was fairly clear. The parameters of acceptable behavior were developed and 

enforced. Though these were tested and occasionally even violated, foreign policy options 

were limited and reactions could be estimated fairly accurately.4 

In contrast to the situation which pertained for nearly four decades, the new 

environment of the East European states is characterized by high levels of uncertainty. In 

place of the suffocating hug of the hegemon there is now a new landscape devoid of firm 

alliances in either the economic, political or military sphere. There are some embryonic 

efforts to create alliances among the Central European states, most notably the Visegrad 

triangle of Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. A broader group which has gone under 

various labels-the Alpine-Adria group, the Pentagonale and the Hexagonale-has tried to 

link Austria, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and the former Yugoslavia along 

functional lines. Neither of these groups can be said to offer clear guidelines of expected 

behavior of members, their obligations nor are the expected payoffs from these groupings 

more in evidence than in aspiration. 

Added to this is the uncertainty of response from existing alliances. Some, such as 

the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) were designed to erode the 

Cold War in which they were created. Now, with the Cold War having passed into history, 

this group has expanded to such an extent as to render its role marginal. Western-based 

alliances such as NATO and the European Community have proved generally more 

effective at accomplishing their goals but have shown themselves cool to East European 

desires to become full members. The former established an ancillary North Atlantic 

Coordinating Council which is still in its first year, and the latter created and extended 

4For a comphrehensive view of this relationship see Charles Gati, The Bloc Tluu Failed (Bloomington, lA: 
Indiana l·niversity Press, 1990). 
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"assodate membership" to Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. But the Community 

deprived these states of the most important benefits of membership, lower import barriers. 

Thus the question is lightly being raised in East Europe: "Of what are we a part?" 

After 1989 the clear desire on the part of the new governments and evidently of their 

populations has been to "join Europe.' If by this was meant a duplication of the existing 

mode of domestic governance, a start has been made. But if by this was meant full 

partnership in the international institutions--or markets--of West Europe, this has clearly 

not happened.S 

To this uncertainty must be added questions about the nature of the East European 

neighbors, in two senses. While all of the revolutions which removed the one-party rule of 

the communist party produced parliamentary democracies, not all of the East European 

states--not to mention the new states the Commonwealth--have moved equally rapidly to 

full implementation of democratic practices. Romania and Bulgaria, for example, have 

been accused of hampering their election processes in various ways, of resisting 

pluralization of the media and of continued repression against expressions of minority 

tights. The Serbian government has been charged with these practices as well as more 

serious violations of human lights against its Albanian population and, moreover, has 

backed up its self-proclaimed role of protector of Serbian populations outside its borders 

with the use of force. Whatever their record on democratic achievement, most of the 

5 A sense of this exasperation was characteristically expressed best by the blunt phrases of Lech Walesa: 

Poland is ready for compromise, but Poles know how to count. They know 
that, at the moment, the West is earning I 0: I in every direction on trade and carries on 
hampering our exports. We do not want to behave in the same way, because if we were 
to behave like the West, then nothing would come of our achievements and contacts. We 
hope that the West will come to see the sense of this. Go into the streets of Warsaw; 
look at the shops, and you will see that the West is here, but look whether it is the same 
with Polish goods in the West So someone is having a joke here on Poland and the 
countries of East-Central Europe. 

Radio Warszawa Network, 30 September 1991 (Foreign Broadcast Information Service [hereafter FBIS], 2 
October 1991, p. 22). 
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governments of the region are politically weak. This sterns from various developments: 

sharp polarization in Bulgaria; fragmentation of the party system as in Poland; fear of social 

upheaval as in Romania. Whatever the local causes, the region can not be said to 

demonstrate yet a substantial history of robust democratic practices and institutions. 

Therefore in foreign policy making the new democracies of East Europe can not be sure how 

long the new democracy next door will last or what alternative kinds of states might 

emerge. East Europe as a whole is not a region with a long history of democratic rule and 

the possibility of a historical replay of the interwar period when democracy disappeared is 

not forgotten.6 

There is also uncertainty as to whether the states themselves, as physically integrated 

national entities will continue to exist. The case of Yugoslavia demonstrates clearly that 

even seven decades as one nation-state does not guarantee preservation_ In fact, this case 

and possibly that of Czechoslovakia demonstrate that one of consequences of liberalization 

can be the collapse of ethnically heterogeneous states. 

Compared with the repressive certainty of Soviet dominance in the region, these 

uncertainties, though exhilarating. hold their own fears and would make foreign policy 

making daunting even if the systems which produce that policy were not themselves 

changing at the same time. 

Not all is uncertainties for the states of East Europe however. Some patterns are 

fairly clear. Overall economic ties, for example, have shifted dramatically from East to 

West.? The collapse of influence of international organizations dominated by the Soviet 

Union has to some extent been replaced by the states' increased involvement in both 

existing western organizations such as the Council of Europe and new institutions 

6For a disrussion of this region during the interwar period see Joseph Rothschild, East Central Europe between 
the Two World Wars (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1974). 

7Ronald H. Linden, "The New International Political Economy of East Europe," Studies in Comparative 
Communism, Vol. XXV, No. I (March, 1992), pp. 3-21. 
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specifically created to assist in the transition, such as the European Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (EBRD). 

But with such involvement comes a new aspect of the environment which 

represents at least potentially a sharp shift of perceptions. The West, held up as the future 

toward which the newly democratizing states are moving. contains within it also a threat. 

While the danger of intervention and repression of society originating in the East has 

eased--although it has not been eliminated-a new danger to new sovereignty has emerged 

from west. This takes the form of the pressures of economic diktat coming from western 

financial institutions, most importantly the International Monetary Fund. In many 

respects the IMF can be seen as duplicating the kinds of interference which used to emanate 

from Moscow. Uke the CPSU, the IMF is a powerful external actor, with clear designs as to 

how the East European states' domestic economic order should be structured It endorses 

and imposes explicit, detailed plans designed to create a particular economic and social 

order in which some social classes will benefit, some will be privileged and some suffer. 

This external actor prefers a certain set of political elites in power and exercises enormous 

influence through these elites over policies, especially domestic and external economic 

policy. 

While it may be going too far to say that the IMF and the West in general are seen as 

the "new Moscow," there is evidence of growing resentment. The presidential candidacy of 

Stanislaw Tyminski in Poland in 1990 extracted some mileage out of the charge that the 

Polish government was selling out the country. In February 1991, the National 

Coordinating Commission of Solidarity 80 demanded that "the Polish economy [be] 

managed in a sovereign way and not by foreign decision making centers.'.S In April, 1991 

8RFEfRL Daily Report, No. 37, February 24, 1992. 
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Stefan Kurowski of the Center Alliance (one of the political descendants of Solidarity) 

accused the Polish government of J an Bielecki of "submissiveness" to the IMF.9 

While the new governments must be concerned about the emergence of a 

perception of threat from this new direction, they must also worry that old threats in new 

forms may may reemerge from the same direction. In this case the chief point of concern is 

Germany. The dominant economy in Europe, its economic and political influence is 

immense in parts of East Europe. It has become, for example, the largest investor and 

trading partner of Czechoslovakia and its involvement in western Bohemia and along the 

Polish--German border has troubled some. 10 While for decades the artificial inflation of 

the German military threat was a tool for regime manipulation, the present governments 

are vulnerable to a perceived failure to react to a perception of disproportionate German 

influence.11 Such concerns are only increased by the evident power of German 

involvement in and attempts to control developments in Yugoslavia and EC reactions to 

those developments .. 

The international environment of the East European states is new in another respect 

as well In the decades which followed the second World War the problem of migration 

into or across the territory of these states was negligible. If the communist regimes faced a 

concern with population movement it was the loss of population. This was clearly the case 

with German Democratic Republic, for example, which in response built the Berlin Wall. 

9 Ben DeDominicis, Liberals in Poland (Pittsburgh: Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. 1992), p. 20. 

10 According to Czech Prime Minister Petr Pi !hart. Germany accounted for 70% of all invesbnent in lhe Czech 
Republic during 1990-91. CSTK in English, February 21, 1992 (FBIS, 26 February 1992, p. 2). See also 
Financial Times, February 27, 1992, p. 16; Christian Science Monitor, February 26. 1992. On Poland see Jan 
B. de Weydenlhal, "German Plan for Border Region Stirs Interest in Poland." RFEIRL Research Report, Vol. 
I, No. 7 (14 February 1992), pp. 3947. 

llin early 19921he head of lhe Office for Foreign Contacts and Information of Czechoslovakia wrote to lhe 
government warning of an economic "offensive" on lhe part of Germany against lhe country. In response lhe 
government called a special meeting to see if !here were evidence to back up this claim. Afterwards bolh lhe 
Federal Interior Minister and lhe Prime Minister of the Czech republic dismissed lhe claims, calling them "false 
alarms" and a "mistake." Respekt, No. 7, 17-23 February 1992 (FBIS, 25 February 1992, pp. 8-10). 
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The other East European regimes placed greater or lesser restrictions on emigration but 

none needed to worry that great numbers of people from other states, socialist or non-

socialist, would come to settle temporarily or permanently on their territory. 

This has now changed, due both to the economic dislocations which accompany 

transition and the political changes which mandate a lowering of barriers to emigration. 

Migration into or across the region is now a distinct issue for the governments of East 

Europe, especially Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia and takes three forms. There is 

intra-East European migration, from the poorer or strife-tom regions of the Balkans. There 

is the potential for huge immigration from the states of the former Soviet Union. And 

there is migration into or across the region from poorer countlies outside of Europe such as 

southwest Asia or Africa. Policy makers in Central Europe treat this issue very seriously and 

have taken immediate steps and made contingency plans to deal with it.12 

The new world for East European foreign policy makers also includes the need to 

respond to problems and threats which, if not new in themselves,- were not previously 

acknowledged and did not exercise a claim on governmental attention and resources. 

Environmental issues were typically among those where fraternal solidarity prevented 

their consideration as foreign policy issues and especially prevented consideration of a full 

measure of possible responses. Now whether such issues are bilateral, such as the 

Gabcikovo--Nagymaros dam between Czechoslovakia and Hungary or the Bulgarian 

nuclear reactor at Kozloduy, or multilateral, such as the question of air pollution of the 

region, none of states cannot afford not to have both a domestic and external 

environmental policy. 

While these aspects present new complexities to which the states of East Europe 

must be prepared to respond, we should not be so dazzled by this part of the new world 

12F. Stephen Larrabee, "Down and Out in Warnaw and Budapest Eastern Europe and East-West Migration, • 
International Security, Vol. IS, No. 4 (Spring, 1992), pp. 5-33. 
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order that we forget that foreign policy in this region must also keep in mind the remnants 

of old issues. Only•the most artificial depiction of the new situation would exclude from 

consideration the influence of resurgent nationalism on these states' international 

environment, for example. The factors underlying the return of this powerful sentiment 

on a mass and elite level have been considered elsewhere 13 and will be discussed a bit more 

below. Here it is important to note that as a powerful sentiment affecting the foreign 

policies of most of the new states, nationalism represents a sort of old and new wild card. It 

is old in the sense that intercommunal strife and desire for state-based representation of 

presumed national communities have deep roots in this region and have·both caused and 

been stimulated by the conflicts which were part of this region's history until the end of 

World War IL lt is new in the sense that duling the postwar period Soviet hegemony and 

forced accommodation into the "socialist commonwealth" muted if not totally eliminated 

the impact of nationalism on the East European states' foreign policies. With the 

disappearance of that sort of top-down internationalism, nationalist aspirations are 

competing with promises of democracy and prospelity as guides to national policy. 

Examples abound from Uthuania through Macedonia of the reemergence of nationalism as 

a key dimension of the international environment faced by the states of this region. 

A similar element of the environment which is both new and old is the persistence 

of Russian national power and interests. While the Soviet Union has disappeared and 

what has replaced it appears at this point to be both weak and unformed, East European 

foreign policy makers do not make the assumption that it is destined always to remain so. 

The Central European states in particular have been active in pursuing ties with the news 

states of the Commonwealth-some even started before the USSR dissolved--recognzing the 

mutual interest and advantages of such policies and, not incidentally, trying to strengthen 

the smaller sovereignties against a future time when threats to all their existences may 

13Ronald H. Unden, "The Appeal of Nationalism," Report on Eastern Europe (June 14, 1991), pp. 29-35. 
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reemerge. While easy to dismiss as paranoia, the concerns of many of the East European 

governments that history could be reversed is informed by four decades of experience under 

a hegemony they do not wish to see repeated. Their fearful reactions to the attempted coup 

in Moscow in August, 1991 and the strong desire to expedite the removal of former Soviet 

troops from their countties--to the point where even Czechoslovakia has promised to build 

housing in Russia to facilitate troop withdrawals--is evidence of the continuation of this as 

a foreign policy concem Moreover there exist as well specific issues of potential conflict 

between some of the East European states and Russia, some of which involve traditional 

"security" i.e., military, issuesl4 

But even were there not such issues and even given the sea change in economic 

orientation which has occurred in the region, East European leaders know that the region 

cannot simply be disconnected from the former metropole without serious consequences. 

Some of these-such as the impact of a 1/3 cut in the supply of oil to the region--have 

already occurred. The loss of the Soviet market has crippled or idled several major 

producers in the region and, given the reluctance of the West Europeans to throw open 

their markets to the newly marketizing economies, several East European leaders see the 

need for resuscitating "Soviet" demand, even artificially. This was the aim behind the 

proposal of the three Central European states to channel western aid to Moscow in a way 

which obliges them to purchase of East European goodsl5 In addition, the success of the 

transition of the largest of the Commonwealth countries, but especially Russia, will have a 

direct impact on the question of migration. 

In sum, the foreign policy which is being formulated and implemented in these 

states undergoing democratic and economic liberalization must deal with an immediate 

14Exampies of such issues which have the potential to bring some of the East European states into conflict 
with Russia are the Kaliningrad enclave, Russian territory now separated from its "home" by Latvia, Lithuania 
and Belarus, and the involvement of the Russian 14th army in support of the separatist movement in the trans
Dniester region of Moldova 

ISPAP in English, 24 Jan. 1992 (FBIS, 28 Jan. 1992, p. 19). 
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environment which looks substantially different from that which existed for more than 

forty years. It contains some elements of the old and the legacy of that forty years will not 

disappear overnight. But in terms of alliance structures, nature of potential partners, 

direction and nature of potential threats and simply the level of uncertainty itself, the East 

European states leaders know they are not in Kansas anymore. 

Tile New Domestic Envilmnnent 

Decision making under the control of the communist parties of East Europe was 

overwhelmingly top-down. The various communist parties sought to maintain a 

monopoly of political power, which it protected by enforcing a severely restricted political 

environment; a dominance to the point of monopoly of the information environment; and 

the exclusion of the public, except in the form of mobilized support, from involvement in 

policy making. Politics existed of course under the communist regimes but opposition, 

when it occurred, was primarily intra-elite and public opposition activities and organization 

were l:>y definition illegitimate and repressed.l6 

Foreign policy making and execution represented an even more restricted arena 

since it always carried with it the need to be especially attentive to a powerful external 

constituency, the Soviet Union. A review of the episodes of divergence from Soviet 

preferred practices and policies in East Europe--including the revolution in Hungal)', the 

Prague spring, the various Polish upheavals--shows that these stemmed overwhelmingly 

16see the discussion of the "politics of notables" in Ell en Comisso, "State structures, political processes, and 
collective choice in CMEA states," International Organization, Vol. 40. No. 2 (Spring, 1986), pp. 195-238. 
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from differences in the direction of domestic developments17 Only the Romanian 

deviance included ~ubstantial, differences in direction of foreign policy.18 

Now in East Europe formulation and execution of foreign policy is subject to public 

intervention. Foreign policy, as with other policies, lies within the newly created and 

newly legitimate realm of public discussion, debate and criticism. Virtually all aspects of the 

process, from agenda setting to implementation is, in principle, now open to intervention 

by actors who are not creatures of the ruling regime. Though a banal circumstance for 

western democracies, it is a new dynamic for the East European political elites. 

Probably the most significant new actors to exercise an influence on foreign policy of 

these transition states are political parties. After the revolutions of 1989 and especially 

during and after the elections of 1990, the political landscape blossomed with parties. The 

orientation of these parties covers the entire political spectrum, from descendants of the 

orthodox communist party through social democrats, traditional liberals, center right, 

overtly nationalist and monarchists. In the. Polish elections of 1991 more than 100 parties 

competed and fully 29 achieved representation parliament. While in general it is the 

domestic political and economic structure and policies which occupy the cent er of these 

parties' attention, foreign policy issues are not absent For example, in the aftermath of the 

failed coup in the Soviet coup several political contenders criticized the Polish government 

for being "passive" and indecisive.19 

Moreover some of the central issues which motivate the parties' activities involve 

domestic policies with international implications. In Romania and Bulgaria, for example, a 

17Qn Hungary, see Charles Gati, Hungary and the Soviet Bloc (Durham: Duke Univ. Press, 1986); on 
Czechoslovakia see Gordon Skilling, Czechoslovakia's Interrupted Revoluion (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 
1976); on Poland see Jack Bielasiak, "The Evolution of Crises in Poland," in Jack Bielasiak and Maurice D. 
Simon, ed., Polish Politics: Edge of the Abyss (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1984), pp. 1-28. 

18see Ronald H.l.inden, Bear and Foxes: The International Relations of the East European States (Boulder, 
CO: East European Quarterly, 1979), pp. 177-203; Ronald H. l.inden, "Romanian Foreign Policy in the 
1980s" in Daniel N. Nelson, ed. Romania in the 1980s (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1981), pp. 219-253. 

19Trybuna, 29 August, 1991 and Rzeczpospolita, 29 August, 1991 (FBIS, 5 September 1991, pp. 19-21). 
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critical issue facing the new governments is their treatment of their minority populations 

of Hungarians and Turks, respectively. All parties need to take positions on whether and 
' 

when the minorities can achieve full expression of their cultural and civil rights and in 

what form, e.g. collective or individual. The positions of the parties whether in the 

government or in opposition, has resonance outside the country, particularly with the 

referent country, Hungary and Turkey in this case. In addition, their actions and statements 

attract attention in the broader international community. Romanian government policy 

toward its Hungarian minority, for example, directly affects that country's ability to "join 

Europe" by demonstrating its liberal credentials, with institutional consequences: it still 

waits in the antechamber of the Council of Europe. 

The impact of political parties on foreign policy in East Europe can be seen at all 

stages of the policy process. In Romania, for example, opposition parties essentially forced 

onto the agenda the issue of support for the independence of and then possible unification 

with the new state of Moldova. They wanted the National Salvation Front government 

and President Ion lliescu to do more than speak out in favor of the Moldovans. Opposition 

parties and political umbrella groups forced lliescu to publicly defend his hesitance on this 

issue and ultimately to declare himself opposed to union of the two independent 

Romanian states. 

This is a particularly interesting case, illustrating the way the new political processes 

are affecting foreign policy. The parties pressing lliescu, the National Peasant and Liberal 

parties, were not those offering particularly nationalistic platforms. They are the country's 

"historic" parties, descendants of those which operated in Romania between the wars when 

most of what is now Moldova was part of Romania. More importantly, these parties fared 

very poorly in Romanian parliamentary elections of 1990 and have had very little impact 

on developments in the country since. It is perhaps not too cynical to suggest that they 

seized on this foreign policy issue as a way to effectively exploit what they saw a weakness 

in the government thereby gain some popularity for themselves. 
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At the same time the nationalist groups, such as Vatra Romaneasca (Romania 

Cradle) approached the question of Moldova surprisingly gingerly. From their point of 

view, bringing up questions of changing the borders of Romania might reopen the issue of 

Transylvania, ceded to Romania from Hungary after World War I, then lost and regained 

after World War 11. While not represented in parliament, such groups apparently already 

had substantial influence with the government, had no wish to weaken it and no political 

incentive to use this foreign policy issue against a government whose policies on key issues, 

e.g toward the Hungarians, they supported. For the Uberals and Peasants, on the other 

hand, desperate to gain some grounds on which to effectively challenge the government, 

this foreign policy issue offered a political opportunity.20 

In most of the countries of the region political parties have not been shy about 

challenging acts taken or about to be taken by their governments. In Czechoslovakia 

negotiations on a comprehensive new treaty with Germany opened the government to 

attacks from the left that it was not being forceful enough in securing guarantees of its 

borders from its powerful neighbor and from the tight that the treaty might open up the 

possibility for restitution claims from Germans forcibly expelled after World War JJ.21 

Other actors consider that foreign policy issues are within their competence and they · 

also try to affect government policy. In most of East Europe trade unions for the first time 

have begun to act like trade unions. They consider it their obligation to act on behalf of 

their memberships, or of workers in general, to protect them form the vicissitudes of 

economic change. Especially at a time of transition, the unions both new and old are faced 

with a full range of challenges to the welfare of their constituents (or potential constituents, 

2~s issue is discussed in Ronald H. Linden, • After the Revolution: A Foreign Policy of Bounded Change, • 
in Daniel N. Nelson, ed. Romania After Tyranny (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, forthcoming), pp. 205-39. 

2Jcsnc in English, 25 February 1992 (FBIS, 27 February 1992, pp. 3-4). At the time of the treaty signing a 
protest ol some 7,000 people was staged in Prague. CSTK in English, 24 February 1992 (FBIS, 25 February 
1992, p. 7). See also the discussion in Jan Obrman, "Relations with Germany," Report on Eastern Europe, 
Vol. 2, No. 46 (November 15, 1991), pp. 11-16. 
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as the unions too must also contest for support). Many of the most deleterious economic 

changes are perceived to have foreign sources. Witness the statement of Solidarity 80 

quoted above. As has happened elsewhere, With implementation of IMF programs, the 

unions of East Europe are increasingly acting to push their governments not to implement 

strict IMF guidelines, to move more slowly on ending subsidies to enterprises and alloWing 

bankruptcies, and especially to keep some price controls. No longer the "transmission 

belts" of economic directives which Lenin envisioned and successive Soviet and East 

European leaders fashioned, the unions form a powerful counterweight to governments 

eager to comply with international demands for painful economic reforms. Some of 

course do support government policy; others rampage through the capital and bring down 

the government when it !ties too hard to economically "join Europe." 

Nor are unions the only interest group the new governments must consider when 

seeking or making international connections. Farmers for example, have become especially 

vocal in some East European states. Farmers in Poland object to what they see as a flood of 

western imports of foodstuffs which drive their products out of the market, while the 

governments of these ve'Y same western countries keep Polish goods off western European 

markets. In August 1991 the National Council of the Polish Peasant Party Solidarity 

demanded that the Polish government provide "food security" for the countl)'.22 The next 

month a new peasant party, called the "Feed and Defend Peasant Party" warned that the 

proposed assodation of the count!)' With the European Community could cause a "sell-out 

of Polish land" and said it would oppose "the sale of national assets to foreign hands.·23 

After the association agreements were signed, the Polish government promised its farmers 

that high import tartifs against foreign agricultural products would be maintainect.24 

22pAP in English, 3 August, 1991 (FBIS, 5 August 1991, p. 30). 

Z3R:t,eapospolita, 21-22 September 1991 (FBIS, 25 September 1991, pp. 22-23). 

24PAP in English, 24 February 1992 (FBIS, 26 February 1992, p. 22). 
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If foreign policy makers can no longer count on being able to automatically call into 

line key national interest groups, they must also deal with other actors whose intetvention 

affects foreign policy and who operate at the subnational or even local level. Under 

communism, the governments of the East European states were highly centralized, with 

the exception of Yugoslavia. Since the revolutions, the assertion of regional--often 

ethnically based--interests has been seen in several instances, with the most extreme and 

sometimes tragic consequences in Yugoslavia. But even where the state itself has not 

completely fragmented, the arrangements being argued out to accommodate significant 

subgroups directly affects foreign policy. In Czechoslovakia, for example, President Have! 

tried to move quickly to establish Czechoslovakia's good name in international circles by . 

curtailing or ending sales of. arms. But since the bulk of the arms factories, with thousands 

of workers, lie in Slovakia, this international issue has direct regional consequences. As 

part of the Slovak drive to disengage the administration of Slovakia from Prague and to 

take what is seen as their rightful control of their region, objections to halting arms sales 

were raised and in fact the sales have continued. A even more overt challenge to central 

government control of foreign policy is the establishment by Slovakia of its own Ministty of 

International Relations. 

Even at the local level newly empowered groups or institutions now have the 

opportunity to exercise some influence over national foreign policy decisions which affect 

them. For example in Poland a local council for Warsaw doubled the rent to be charged for 

a US government cultural center provoking embarassment and irritation from the national 

government.25 While hardly of the crisis variety, this incident points to the new need of 

East European governments to build effective mechanisms of policy implementation, 

something on which western governments may or may not have much to teach.26 

2S£ast Eluopean Markets, October 5, 1991, p. 10. 

26on local involvement in foreign policy in the United States, see Michael H. Shuman, "Dateline Mainstreet: 
Local Foreign Policies," Foreign Policy, No. 65 (Winter, 1986-87), pp. 154-74; Michael H. Shuman, 
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Considering the possible impact of various levels of government opens up the very 

large question of t~ possible impact on foreign policy of institutions. Whether or not the 

renewed emphasis upon the role of institutions in politics and policy making is appropriate 

for East Europe is a major empirical question the study of which may require a somewhat 

deeper empirical field for the region. While major influential institutions existed during 

the communist period, studying the possible impact on foreign policy now requires looking 

at old institutions in new settings as well as new institutions altogether. At the very least 

one should not exclude the possibility that in the East European context institutional actors 

will affect foreign policy interactions of states. One recent example would be the 

disinclination of the national bank in Russia to follow the tight money policies advocated 

by the IMF and accepted by the government The bank's reluctance to sharply restrict credit 

undermined the credibility of the Russian government and its assurances to the IMF and 

world capitalist community that it was serious about ending the practice of allowing 

essentially cost-free credit to enterprises. The head of the Russian national bank objected to 

this aspect of austerity and refused to implement such a policy. 

The instances of institutions acting virtually independent of central government 

control offers the most extreme examples of institutional impact on foreign policy. Again 

examples are in evidence in the Commonwealth of Independent States. Here the Russian 

armed forces, particularly in the Baltic states and in the trans-Dniester region of Moldova 

appear to be virtually independent actors, whose actions in support of the local Russian 

communities directly challenge the sovereignty of the new states involved and, willy-nilly, 

precipitate foreign policy involvement for the Russian government. 

At the same time in both the Commonwealth and East Europe the very nature of 

key institutions and their relationship is in flux. Struggles to formulate and specify arenas 

of responSibility, rights and prerogatives can take place in the foreign policy sphere as well 

"Dateline Main Street: Courts vs. Local Foreign Policies," Foreign Policy, No. 86 (Spring, 1992), pp. 158-
77. 
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as others. This has been demonstrated in the recent struggles between the president and the 

prime minister of l;lungal)', for example.27 Such struggles for institutional influence, both 

for its own sake and in order to achieve desired results in the policy area, no doubt occurred 

before. But for several reasons these struggles are both more open and more consequential. 

First and most important, the guiding and controlling hand of what had been ~ 

key institution, the communist party, has disappeared. Both the personnel and the policy 

dictates that previously hemmed in institutional struggles have disappeared and have not 

been replaced by similar structures. Second, the legitimation of public politics allows for 

such struggles to become part of the competitive political arena. Indeed there is a positive 

incentive for institutional actors to seek support in public politics, an option not available 

previously. Third, the relative independence of institutional actors and the new 

permeability of the countries' border means that institutions can seek and utilize external 

actors as allies in domestic policy struggles. These allies can provide important influence 

and resources in attempts to influence policy. 

Finally, both institutional actors and other interests and individuals have the ability 

to try to influence foreign policy through a pluralized media. Foreign policy, like other 

policy, is now considered and debated in a much different media environment than that 

which characterized the communist regimes. All actions are at least potentially subject to 

criticism and evaluation in the variety of print, and to a lesser extent, electronic media in 

the states of East Europe. This means that even if a new government would prefer, for 

example, not to deal with an issue or to handle it discreetly, a critical or opposition press 

may not permit it. 

l.iberalizalion and Foreign Poky. The Res ada Aserida 

27Judith Pataki and John W. Schiemann, "Constitutional Court Umits Presidential Powers," Report on Eas1ern 
Europe, Vol. 2, No. 42 (October 18, 1991), pp. 5-9. 
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Oearly the East European states are formulating policies which affect their relations 

among themselves ,and with other states in both a new international and a new domestic 

environment. Any analyses of their foreign policies which ignored one of these 

enVironments would represent not only blind commitment to either the realist or liberal 

paradigm but a crippled substantive inquiry. But what direction should such inquiry take? 

What propositions are likely to provide fruitful directions of research in what constitutes 

an enticing and rich political science laboratory? This paper can only begin to suggest a few 

such directions. 

1) Foreign policy actiVism of the East European states 

With the number of new policy actors growing exponentially and the boundaries of 

permitted international behaVior removed or significantly reduced, it is reasonable to 

expect that the newly democratizing states of East Europe will expand their level of actiVity 

and involvement in international politics. Ideological blinders have been discarded and 

simultaneously the key enforcer of international orthodoxy, the SoViet Union, has 

disappeared. The removal of the enforced pattern of involvement which shaped the range 

and level of foreign involvement of the East European states should now produce an 

increased level and broadened pattern of foreign involvement. New opportunities 

heretofore proscribed are likely to be pursued by the new leaders in accordance not only 

with newly dominant ideologies, conservative/liberal views and desire for market 

economies, but simply as a result of the appearance of opportunities for ties which did not 

exist before. At least this would be the expectation. 

Preliminary evidence form East Europe suggests that in general this has been 

happening with most states. Enormous activism characterized the foreign policy of 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary, for example, during the first two years of non communist 

rule. As expected, most of this was directed toward a "return to Europe"; but 

Czechoslovakia, Romania and Poland, were also extremely active in pursuing ties in Latin 
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America. Such impressions do not constitute an empirical test of course. Such a test would 

have to keep in mind Hagan's findings which suggest that degree of foreign policy activism, 

as measured by spedficity, commitment and independence of activity, is affected in open 

states by the regime's level of vulnerability and fragmentation.28 We might expect, then, 

that open but politically fragmented regimes such as Poland and Bulgaria will not be able to 

sustain the level of international involvement and commitment seen in the early stages of 

post revolutionary activism. In fact, most of the East European states would seem to fit the 

characterization of open and fragmented and thus a systematic, comparative study of the 

level of international involvement would be very instructive. 

2) Seeking other democrades 

If this were a study of natural sdences one might consider that what has occurred in 

Europe is that a group of "more similar systems" has been created. That is, the Eastern 

European states as newly forming parliamentary democracies are now more like 

democrades elsewhere than they are like dictatorships. Hence, armed with a dose of liberal 

philosophy and aware of the stated policy objectives of the new regimes in East Europe, we 

might expect to see these states not only become more active, but seek out in particular 

other democracies as alliance partners. Indeed the work of Siverson and Emmons supports 

in the aggregate the idea that democrades tend to seek alliance with other democrades.29 

In the East European case, the evidence is strong that this is indeed the direction of 

foreign policy movement. The cry for a "return to Europe" was followed by virtually 

28Joe D. Hagan, "Regimes, Political Oppositions, and the Comparative Analysis of Foreign Policy," in 
Charles F. Hermano, Charles W. Kegley, Jr., and James N. Rosenau, ed. New Directions in the Study of 
Foreign Policy (Boston: Alien & Unwin, 1987). pp. 339-65. 

29 Randolph M Siverson and Juliano Emmoos, "Birds of a Feather: Democratic Political Systems and Alliance 
Choices.' Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 35, No. 2 (June, 1991), pp. 285-306. The data suported this 
proposition more strongly in the post world war !I period than in the interwar period. 
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immediate petitions on the part of the East European to do away with the alliance systems 

imposed on them i?Y the USSR (the Warsaw Pact and CMEA) and seek as strong a form of 

assodation as possible with the alliances of West Europe, e.g. the Council of Europe, the 

European Community and NATO. Moving beyond formal alliances to trade flows and 

other forms of international interactions, there can be no doubt that the East is seeking to 

move West30 

The causes of this movement are many and may have less to do with having "more 

similar systems" than with economic necessity. For example, the creation of "alliances" 

with western banks and the IMF is a direct product of the perceived needs of the states to 

restructure their economies and to respond to signals and incentives offered by powerful 

western actors. 

In addition, however, the new democracies of Eastern Europe are very much driven 

to seek out other democrades as de facto or de jure alliance partners for domestic political 

reasons. These regimes find themselves in a situation when~ their legitimacy is high but 

their perceived efficacy is low and declining. They are clearly recognized as the product of 

revolutions which removed imposed regimes and placed the country on a path toward 

democracy and a market economy. They face daunting tasks, however, espedally in the 

latter task, and most have been forced, sooner or later, to take several unpopular actions, 

such as ending price controls, subsidies, allowing for unemployment and bankruptcies. 

Foreign policy, on the other hand provides an arena in which these regime can earn 

popularity relatively cost free. This can be accomplished, among other ways, by aligning the 

regime most visibly with states popularly perceived to be democrades, ie •. the West. 

Joining with the United States and other European countries in sanctions against Iraq and 

in the Gulf War, breaking ties with Soviet- imposed "revolutionary" regimes such as Cuba, 

and reestablishing ties with states formerly on a taboo list, such as Israel, are several ways in 

30Jinden, "The New International Political Economy". 
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which new regimes can demonstrate their break with the past, solidify their bona fides as a 

legitimate national expressions and redefine themselves for their population as part of the 

group of democratic states. This desire of politically vulnerable governments to redefine 

their referent community provides a powerful incentive to seek out other democratic states 

as alliance partners, whether in multilateral organizations such as the Council of Europe, or 

through formal treaties on bilateral relations with major European democracies. 

3)The effect of public opinion 

The fact that public politics and influence on foreign policy is now possible in East 

Europe and the need of these new democratic regimes to respond to perceived public 

preferences raises the fundamental question of what will be the effect of public opinion on 

the foreign policies of these states. Will their appearance make Europe and the World less 

conflict tidden because they, as democracies, will be less prove to engage in conflict? Despite 

presumptions that democracies are less warlike, aggregate research suggests that in fact 

democracies engage in wars about as much as nondemocracies do. But democracies at least 

tend to fight each other the less31 So we might expect than that the East European states 

will be no less likely to engage in conflict, but at least they will less likely to wage war on 

each other. 

But the guide to expectations provided by aggregate research is even more uncertain. 

Morgan and Campbell found that the relationship between political constraints (their 

operationalization of democracy) and war proneness held for major powers but not smaller 

powers, which the East European states clearly are. 32 What they suggest is that further 

research into the specific nature of the presumed constraints in democratic polities may be 

3Isee the discussion in T. Clifton Morgan and Sally H. Campbell, "Domestic Structure, Decisional 
Constraints and War," Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 35, No. 2 (June, 1991), pp. 187-211; Zeev Maoz 
and Nasrin Abdolali, "Regime Types and International Conflict, 1816-1976," Journal of Conflict Resolution, 
Vol. 33, No. 1 (March, 1989), pp. 3-35. 

32Morgan and Campbell, "Domestic Structure, Decisional Constraints and War". 
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important to understanding war proneness or that the answer may lie less in political or 

institutional constrilints and more in national or political culture. Keeping in mind the 

troubling return of aggressive nationalism in East Europe since the end of the communist 

period it would clearly be incumbent upon students of the region to consider this cultural 

factor as it operates on the formation and execution foreign policy in these new 

democracies. 

The empirical field is as yet too narrow to draw any conclusions about how prone 

the new democracies are to international conflict. The most spectacular case of conflict, that 

of Serbia vs. Croatia and Serbia vs. Slovenia in the former Yugoslavia would seem to 

suggest that regimes which have only the gross attributes of democracies--an elected 

parliamentary government, say, but no genuine effective opposition or independent press

are not only not constrained against fight each other but are even spurred along this path. 

On the other hand, in the region's other potentially serious international conflict, one also 

spurred by passionate nationalist feeling that of Romania vs. Hungary, there are as yet few 

signs of open warfare. In fact the one area of significant cooperation between these potential 

adversaries lies in the military sphere, an "open skies" agreement covering their common 

border. 33 

4) The role of the environment 

Morgan and Camp bell's conclusion with regard to conflict and minor powers and in 

fact much other work on small states34 suggests that democracies or not, the international 

environment will exercise a powerful influence on the direction of foreign policies of such 

states. Indeed, work on major powers35 as well as the author's own on the region itself36 

33Rompres. December 13, 1990. 

34Maria Papadakis and Harvey Starr, "Opportunity, Willingness, and Small States: The Relationship Between 
Environment and Foreign Policy," in Hermann, Kegley and Rosenau, ed. New Directions, pp. 409-32. 

35Patrick James and Jolm R. Oneal, "The Influence of Domestic and International Politics on the President's 
Use of Force," Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 35, No. 2 (June, 1991), pp. 307-32. 
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suggest the important though differentiated impact of international changes on states' 

polices, foreign poliay not excepted. For East Europe, with their neighborhood changed and 

the nature of both threats and opportunities greatly altered as well, any consideration of 

consequences of transition must include the environment as a potential factor stimulating 

or constraining foreign policy choice and action. 

One could expect for example that the importance to the East European states of 

"joining Europe' and thus earning the approval of the established western democracies and 

their organizations would operate to constrain movement toward escalating conflict This 

would only operate, however, insofar as the West European and North American 

democracies were perceived as willing not only to sketch out the principles upon which the 

"new world order" are to be based but to back up these principles with incentives or 

sanctions. In this respect the present Yugoslav case is a crucial test. If in fact the United 

States, the European Community and/or the United Nations puts into force some effective 

constraints upon the behavior of Serbia, because it is perceived to be violating norms 

related to international conflict, one would expect the chances of resort to conflict in East 

Europe to be reduced. The foreign policy choices, preferred by nationalist political culture or 

urged by powerful domestic actors would be constrained. If, on the other hand, violation of 

international norms brings no negative consequences, that is, the environment of the state 

applies few or weak constraints, then domestic factors, such as the presence of a forceful and 

nationalist public opinion, would be more likely to produce a resort to conflict.37 

At the very least the enormous changes which these states immediate international 

environment is undergoing and the uncertainties these changes contain is raising the 

36Ronald H. Unden, Communist States and International Change: Romania and Yugoslavia in Comparative 
Perspecti>'e (Boston: Alien & Unwin, 1987). 

37 A framework which approaches the mix of domestic and international factors as a process of "national 
adaptation" is James N. Rosenau, "The Adaptation of National Societies: A Theory of Political Behavior and 
Transformation," in Rosenau, ed., The Scientific Study of Foreign Policy, pp. 501-34. 
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salience of foreign policy. Under the previous regimes, foreign policy outcomes could be 

marginalized, requiting little of the government's resources. This was true in part because 

they resided in a kind of a sanctum sanctorum open to little national influence and in part 

because the regime could count on the basic picture of the outside world remaining the 

same. As neither of these pertain any longer and as the outcomes are likely to have 

consequences for electorally vulnerable regimes, policies must be determined, resources 

must be allocated, choices must be defended. The public good of security, for example, 

must be purchased with political and financial resources; it is no longer being provided-

even in a perverted form--by a community hegemon. Moreover as they move toward 

increased involvement with the global economy, political and economic borders are more 

open. The East European states have become more sensitive to international change even 

as their domestic regimes are more politically vulnerable. RecogniZing this does not 

automatically tell us in which direction this sensitivity, this higher salience, will push the 

foreign policy of the East European states. It only tells us to not throw out the realist baby 

with the bath and keep in the mix both the changing international environment and the 

consequences for foreign policy of political and economic change at home. 
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The Post-Soviet States• Security Cuuceru iu East-Central Europe 

Four years ago, in July 1988, nine out of the ten member-states, (Roma.nla abstained) of the 

Council on Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), issued a communique which stated that they had 

rea~hed an 'understanding on gradually crcatlna conditions for the mutual free movement of goods, 

servi~es, and other production factors with the aim of creatins an integrated market of the future.d 

Three year$ ago the Soviet General Staff was preoccupied whh preservlns the ability of the Warsaw 

Pact to conduct effective and, i~ necessary, orren~ive theater strategic operations.1 In the sum.Jiler 

of 1991 Mikhall Gorbachev was confidently predicting the ratification of a new un1on treaty which 

would pr~erve areformist SOviet Union. Iniunund July, I 991, though, the cMEA ami the Warsaw 

Pact respectively, came to an unlall1ented end. The Soviet Union has also disintesrated and for 

Gorl)llcbev success now seems to be restricted to the Western lecture circuit. The multl•ethnlc Soviet 

empire is fini$hed and East-Central Europe (as well as the constituent states of the Union) are free. 

For the :Sast Europeans the demise or tho SOviet empire may indeed be viewed as a 

tremendous geopolitical windfall. It is not surprising that the East Europeans greeted it with such 

euphoria. Democrats in the former Soviet Unlon also welcomed liberation fron1 the burdens of 

empire and the oppression of communism although for many particularly in the military, the fall of 

the empire and the disintegration of the "Union have been trauntatic. All parties in the region, 

however, he.ve grand expectations ror the future, and with some jlle~ic:e. 

First, it can be arsued with good reason that the ending of the Cold War and the building of 

plurallstic democratic societies In Eastern J:.urope and tho former Sovi~t Union were predicated on 

the disintegration of the Soviet empire. Some have contended that the Cold War could be terminated 

only if the Soviet threat to Western :europe was removed and that, in turn, required the termination 

of the Soviet subJuiation of Eastern Europe- that is sranting self -dotcrmino.tion to Eastern Europe.8 

Thus self·determlnation for Eastern Evrope became the principal requitement for the end of the Cold 

War. Second, the Soviet Union itselt, as an artificial political construct, could not indefinitely resist 

the tide of democratization. As yoars of evolution in August 1991 were compressed into a three-day 

P.03 
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democratic revolution that defeated the coup of the hardliners, tho breakup of the Soviet Union 

beeame lnovltable. 

Tho positive upects of these developments are so great that they <:!early outweigh the negntivc 

ones. In discussing the latter, though, one need not be seized by nostalgia ror the old system. For 

although the Soviet Union and ltsln;truments, the Waxsaw Pact and the CMEA had provided stability 

aAI1 predictability they did so at a horrendous political, economic and psychological c:ost. Rather the 

negative elements must be examined and understood in order to deal realistically with current and 

future problems. And the states of :Sast•Central Europe and the successor states in the former Soviet 

Union do confront a whole spectrum of dangers. The historian, Paul Kennedy, in 1987 rather 

peslilmiitically warned: 

Those who rejoice at the present·dfty difficulties of the Soviet Union and who look 
forward to the collapse of that empir~ might wish to recall that such transformations 
normally occur at very areat <:ost, and not always ln a predictable fasbion.4 

We are yet to tv.Uy tile cost of that transformation or be able to predl<:t accurately the ultimate 

outcome. The political, economic and social turmoil in all of these states and, indeed, the existential 

crlals in some of them has created enormous uncertainty and makes prediction extraordinarily 

difficult, Yet all of these states need to formulate new ttrategies ln order to ensure their security, 

Both aec:urily and stroteay Ollght to be broadly construed to take in political, economic and 

psycholosical factors in addition to the military ones in the best Beaufrneian and Clausewitzian 

sense. 5 It is difficult to formulate 11 new strategy under the bC$\ of circumstances but these Stlltos 

now must $eek to devise one in a highly unpredictable environmg111. 

The focus of this paper will be the military aspect of security but this cannot be done In 

lsolatlon. Consequently it will examine, at least briefly, the impact of political and economic 

developments on the security concerns of the successor and the East-Central turopoan states in the 

region. Furthermore, it will look at tho Jarser Europoan and, indeod, Western context to see how the 

regional security concerns can be ben met. For regional se.curity arrangements must fit into the larger 

P.04 
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l'uropean/Western Sel:urit:y archl!el:ture. And althou&h n variety of policies and instruments may help 

diminish the prospect of conflict and alleviate tensions, true security in the region wlll 1equhe 

stability and a falr degree of predictability in the relations among these states. 

1. THE EAST-EAU RELATIONSHIP 

For IXIOte than forty ~ears, Pax Soyietica not only created the impreuion of regional stability 

in the Eastern part of the contineD.t but lt also represented some of the closest intertwining of 

pOlitical, economic and military interests. Moscow looked at :Eastern Europe as justified spoils of 

wa.-, as a source of lcleololicailegitimation, as markets and sources of supply, as a defensive slaois 

and, if need be, one that could be used for offense. It was an uneQ11al relationship in which Imperial 

Moscow, 11nti1 at least midway into the O~:~rbacbev era, e"pected the unquestioning loyalty of the 

"Little Broth~rs." By the time the Soviet Union i!Self collapsed the Ilast European empire was gone. 

SOviet lea<icrs had p&r8uaded themselves that the burdens of empire and particularly the cost of 

holdina on by force, far outwelahed the benefits. The successor nates and, for our purposes, lh& 

European memben of the Cammonweallh of Independent States (CIS) and Georgia, did not abandon 

all interest in .East-Central Europe but their attention w~ refocuseCI inward. 

In the case of the East•Centtal European states, the Soviet Union was the oceupyin& or 

threatening superpower. The history of military Intervention In East Germany in I 953, Hungary in 

1956 anti Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the threat to use force against l'olond in 1981 made the Warsaw 

P11ct into a most curious military alliance where the l"rimary threat emanated from fc:llow allies. It 

it hardly surprising, then, that the Eau-Central European states have difficulty viowing the successor 

states of the SOviet Union as a source of security. This is understandable but given possible 

opportunities, it may not be wise. The El$t E11ropean states, of course, have been preoccupied with 

monumental domestic problems and thus have becomo to an extent more Inward looking. By and 

lerge thoush, thoir foreign policies have bun tefocused towards the Wen. There Is tremeudous 

emphuis 011 the West - Ex Oeejdente Lux. 

P.05 
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Of course there are continuing interests e.nd linl<.s between the East·Central European states 

an6 their post-Soviet neighbours. Leaders, such as Vaclllv Have!, have shown repeatedly great 

sensltlvity towa.rw Soviot and then Russian security concerns. Boris Yeltsin has also repeatedly 
I 

eltptoned his desire for sood relations with the East-Central European states. lt is not, then, the ca11e 

that the various partie$ have had no further interest in each other or are unaware of the danaers or 

regional spillover from possible implosions in some states, Rather the problem is that there seem to 

be far too many lapses of concern with what happens In other states in the region and with their 

stK:urlty needs . 

. A. Political and Jaconomic Dcvelopments: Implications for Security 

(ft) The :Post-Soviet 3tutes 

Many, both in the E~~it and ln the West, breathed a great sigh or relief as the Sixth Conaress 

of People$' Deputies ended in Mo$eow in Aprill992. Boris Yeltsin not only survived b11t appears to 

hav$ prevailed. His economi11 program for fundamental transrormation remained largely Intact. He 

retained his special powers to rule by decree thro11Bh the end of 1992 and the West was moving 

forward with its $24 bjllion aicl packaae, including the creation of a ruble stabilizatlon fund. Having 

sousht and received a popular mandate in 1991 Yeltsln hili enjoyed the kind of political legitimacy 

that eluded Gorbachev.6 An opinion poll taken during tho Consress indicated that his government 

had the Sl.lpport of 60-70 percent of the pOpulation of the Russian republic.7 Yet Yeltsin had to 

make &ianificant conceasions before and durina the Congress. This included a slowlna down of 

aariculrurlll prlvlltization and, even mot11 importantly, n commitment to massive loans to large 

illdu~trles that wero threatene(l. with bankruptcy, The universal \IDhappiuoss expres5ed by Western 

bankers a.nd the postponement of too signing of the "standby agreement- with tho IMF (whi~h would 

allow the use of the r11ble stabllization fund) to at least September 1992,8 are but an indication of 

how deleterious an effect Yoltsin's concessions may have on economic transformation. 

Furlhormoro, the eompositiou of the Congress remained unchanged and it Is JarJely a hard line 

body matle up of a majority or forluet commun!Sti who have no commitment to pluralistic democracy 
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or marlletization. Though unable to successfully confr(lnt Yehsln on tltis occasion the Congress, 

nevertheless, retained iU ability to threaten hls program. Rather than ~ oompleta victory Veltsln won 

himself son1e breathing space. The Congress is scheduled to meet again in November 1992 as Inflation 

grows and, as both deficits and unemployment increase, it will be very di£ricult at best for Yeltsln 

to achieve the kind or quick economic: results that could deter a new, and perhaps more successl'ul 
J 

attack on, ltis policios in November. 

Moreover, it is rather disquieting that the extra~parliaulentary instrument that may be used 

againSl Yelt$in and the demo.,ratic (otQes in R\•ssia retain a sigaifieant ability for antl·d~ruocratic 

action. The KOB, thO\IIIh, restructured into separate domestic and external agencies with the former 

inc:orporated into the newly cre~ted Russian Ministry of Security remains, in many ways, intact. 

Born Yeltsin chose to eo-opt the organization rather than dismantle it.9 The military, which was 

&upposod to have been depoUtlcized, retains a significant KGB influence, particularly in the Baltic 

states.10 Though the military is fra~mcnted, the c:ompetition for its loyalty by Gorbachev 1111d Yehsin 

in November a.nd Decomber 1991 and the decision to create a Russian army in the future has 

encourased pollticization and now nationaliem. And although both the KGB an<l the military 

proclaim their loyalty 10 democracy, it is not lnconcehable that should Yeltsin falter, these 

organizations would remain susceptible to mnnipulation and use by anti-den•ocratic forces. Moreover, 

it Is unlikely that a threat to democracy in Russia could be localized for that state exerci$es a 

prepondEtrant influence in the CIS. 

In addition to political threats Russia is also feolins the effects of the centrifugal forces of 

nationalis!D. Threats of secession by the Chechen' and the Tatars are still co11tained with relative 

success 't>y Moscow but a combination of increased nationa!ism, economic catastrophe and political 

challen&es by the forces of repression could create a combination that could lead to an Implosion that 

would have a profound effect for the states in the resion. 

Though Russia is not a superpower, it remains an enormous military powor and a country with 

areat potential. In June 1991 Boris Yeltsin declared in his inauguration address that "great Russia Is 
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rising from her knees. We will, without fail, traosform her into a prosperous , peace•loving, law 

aoverned and sovereign state.'U But others may wish to so beyond Yeltsin's vision. The belief in 

some JDanifest destiny, in a apccial inter!la.tional role and a right to superpower status may havo been 

submerse(! un(!er a sea of economic desperation but it is unlikely that they have disappeared 

ahoaether. For her neiahbours, the shape or the future Russia carries profound security Implications. 

And, for the timo being Rl.l$sia remains both unstable and different from the other cCJuntrles in the 

region. 

Tho Baltic states are suffering economically and there is considerable polidcaluncertainty as 

they seek to build democratic institutions and form stable governments. They aro also plagued by 

ethnic problems and need to confront the major issue of ensuring that all members of society onjoy 

rl&hts as flrst-cl~s citlEens. Though Lithuania has some diu.greemeuts with Poland over the 

treatment of the Polish minority, the main threat focus for lhe three Baltic states Is Russia and not 

Eutera Europe. Moreover, in comparison with Russia and partiC\liBr!y the other successor states In 

the European l)ltt of the former Soviet Union, the Baltic states face largely moderate challenaes to 

democracy. 

It is, in the remaining post-Soviet states, that political and economic instability (which can 

pose threats to security) is perhaps the greatest. Ukraine and Belatus, two of the other 1tates that 

border on l':ast-Ccntrai :Europe are, as a perceptive Russian observer ~ugge$led, dominated by former 

comm11nists who are tryins to outbid the democratic opposition and nationalist movements.11 The 

attempts by these former communists to delay pluralistic democracy mako these regimes lntrinsleally 

\lllStable. P11rtheranore, beca11se they lack any depth of political lcgithuaey lt is difficult if not 

ilnpo$$ible for these regimes to implement fundamental economic change$. Thla can l>c seen in the 

relative slowness (llli compared to Russia) with which Ukraine and Belarus have moved towards 

markeliutlon. 

Furthermore, the attempt 10 \ISe the mantle of nationalisn1 as a source of legitimucy not only 

bcx:omes $1lbject to Its own law Cif diminishing returns but it has the dangerous $ide effect tharll helps 
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fo;ter nationalist extremism. This in1pacts first on ethnic minorities within the particular state but 

later on it oan also present a security danger to neighbouring countries. In thco case of the Ukraine, 

the encouragement or nationalism is already helpine fuel disputes with Russia ov&r Crimea and the 

Black Sea floet but it may also have Implications for Moldova, the other &tate that borders on East

Central E\lrope. Thcro arc signlficant numben of Ukrainians, as well as Russians, living In the 

Pnlcster region of Moldova who are seeking to create an indepondent state. As the shock of oconomic 

transformation begins to have greater effect In Ukraine and Bclarus in the second half of 1992 the

governments may find themselves tempted to draw even more heavlly on nationalism. 

In tho case of Mol<iova, the government, representiog the Romanian majority, not only fears 

accession by the Slav (a.n<i for that matter the Gagauz) minorities bllt also rears lnterferen~e from 

R11ssia and possibly Ukraine. It does look westward to Romania but with considerable apprehension. 

Though the leadership of Mircea Snegur and the Romanian majority have not excluded the possibility 

of eventual rellnifioation with Romania they are extremely weary of the noo-communist lender&hip 

of Ionlliesou and prefer independcmce Cor the time being. 

Armenia alld Aterbaljan view each other as a primary n•curity threat. There is political 

instability and economio disintegration in both states though Armenia has made far more progress 

towards democratization. Azerbaijan is increasingly looking to Turke.y,a NATO member, with whom 

it enjoys cthnic,linsuiatic and rellsious affinlties for help in the c:onflict over the N~aaorno-Karabakh 

reaion. Armenia, however, is lookins to We~1ern Europe, rather than ~astern Europe, for moral and 

economic support In its conflict with Azerbaijan. Lastly, G~orgia is an illustration of the frasility 

of aemocracy and the dangers of ethnic strlfe. 11 has shown that even dernocralically elected leadera 

can turn clictatorial an<i that ethnic disputes (over South Ossetia) c:an lead to the collapse of 

democracy. Georgia, though, is so preoccupied with it& internal problems that it shows Utile interest 

in developments ln J!ast-Central Europe. 

In the former Soviet Union, it is now the individual republics that m11ke policy. Despite hopes 

exprew!d in Docembor 1991, at its formation, that the CIS would provide a ''commot> defeMive space• 
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and a coordination of economic Policies, u the organization is barely holding together. It may be 

premature to declare lt dead and it wo1•ld be an exaggeration to claim that !I was stillborn but it is fair 

to say thac it ls in extremely poor health. And the individual successor states show, as noted, 

relatively liUie evidence of concern with developments in Easi•Cenlral Europe. At one level this, of 

coura&, Is a positive development in the sense that there is no perceived threat, or at least of an 

impending threat, from East-Central Europe. But at another level, this may result in missel1 

opportunities to build stable and mutually beneficial relations. 

(b) East-Celltral I!urope 

Though in much of .East-Central Europe greater progress towards democracy and markets has 

been made than in tho successor states of the Soviet Union, uncertainty persists. Even the most 

S\lccessful :EI\St-Ccntral Eu.ropean states, Poland, Hungary and Cze~hoslovakla are beset by enormous 

probloms. In Poland the prolonged pain of the "$hock therapy' combiMd with a parliamentRry system 

that encourages fragmentation have eroded confidence in the politlc111 system. Last year's 

demonstrations and r;onstant but usually inconclusive battles between the president and parliiiJllent 

have resulted in a slsnificant degree of political immobility which has made economic transformation 

more difficult. In Czechoslovakia economic decline is compounded by the problems of nationalism 

and the danger of secession in Slovakia. In Hungary, the govermnent is becoming more 

bureaucrati.led and more· dependent on nationalism as 1t encounters increasing difficulty in 

rnarketlzation and privatization. This growth in nationalism may make it more difficult for Hungary 

to deal with a nurober of ill neighbo11rs which have algnificant Hunsarian minorities. 
' 

It is in the southern tier, however, that the problems are the greatest. Y\lgoslavla has 

dlsintes.rated in a vicious civil war that is becoming increasingly difficult to contain within the 

bordon of the former federal republic. In Albllnia the communists collapsed in 1992 but the 

exagserated expectations of rescue from the West in this the poorest European states wllllikely lead 

to disappointment, increasing turmoil and tribalism. In Bulgaria the communists were defeated In 
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1991 but they retreated in tood order as the second largest party and have not given up the hope of 

reatorin8 them5c!Yes to power in 11 "gentler 1 kindler• communist system. 

For Romania's long-suffering people the revolution of 1989 is yet to bear fruit. The 

spontapeous revolution agaimt the Nicolae Ceausescu regime has been hijacked by a group of former 

Ceau.scscu officials under the l~ader$hip of Ion Illesou and the National SalvRtion Front (NSF). 

Support for the NSF has been declining and they may lose power in the upcoming parliament&! y 

elections. But they have brought enormous damage to the country already in their attempt to cling 

to power. By encoura&ing nationalisnt they have helped to foster n variety of extreme nationalist 

parties which not only have sought to limit the ri!lhts of the ethnic minorities, particUlarly the 

Hunaarians, but a4o to expand the frontiers of Romania which could bring them into confllct with 

RtlSAia, Ukr11ine and pouibly Bulgaria, 

The East-Central European states, then, are no longer restrained in their aspiration for 

potitical change or oconomlo transformation by the defunct Soviet Union but they <lo not look East 

for a solution either. ThiiY will undoubtedly retain economic licks with the East as suppliers or raw 

materials mainly and u market~ for goods that are dlffic11lt to sell elsewhere. But the web of trade 

and investments and the CMEA's vision of integration are disappearing. 

As recently as 1988 and 1989 the :East-Central European states cond11cted the bulk or their 

trade with the Soviet Union and each other.1~ Tho Warsaw Pact states, (with the exception of 

RollUIJlia) also cooperated on arand projects for bringing natural gas West through the !'regress 

(Yambur&) Pipeline and were part of the "Mir' electrical power grid system. For instance, Hungary 

depended for as much as thirty percent of its electricity on the Soviet Unlon.16 

The benefits of this trade relationship arc the subject of considerable controversy. In the 

dcc.ade after the war thare was clearly a mas;ive transfer of wealth from East-Central Eurot>e to the 

Soviet Union. Afterwards, tho~.~gh, benefits kept shifting. The Soviet Union sold oil to East-Central 

Europe at below world pricC$ betweon 1972 and 1982. The si2e of the subsidy is debated1e but the 

Soviet Union did make and, moreover, believed that it was making sacrifices.11 Some of tile East-
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COIItr_al .E:uropoan states benefittM even after 1982 since Moscow, for political reasons, continued to 

&hip underpriced oil to Bulgaria and the German Democratic Republic (GDR).l8 

The East-Central European states also ))enefltted from their use of the Soviet Union as a 

"market of last resort." Shoddy, ,unmarketable (in the West) products could still be sold to the Soviet 

Union. Some have rightly argu¥ that this, in itself, may have caused long-term damage and that a 

tightening of trade conditions by Moscow would indeed have a salutary effect on East Europun 

economic d.evelopment.19 This may be correct yet the trade relativnship between the Soviet Union 

and East-Central European states oreated a web of economic lnt~rdependencc that was ~ortallily 

politically motivatad but which lousht to ensure in addition to the survival of regimes in all tho states 

involved, Stability and tecurit~ throughout the region. 

Since the fall of the communist regimes in .East-Central Europe these countries have 

dM1m11tically shifted their trade. This has been acoeleratecl by the enormous difClc111ties or the oil and 

gas industries in the former SOviet Union and by the collapse of the central government. Poland 

' starkly Illustrates this trend, From 1990 to 1991 her Imports, mostly from th West, rose more than 

$6 billion 10 total $15.6 blllion.20 Trade with the former Soviet Union can still cause disruptions, 

partlc11la.rly when oil supplies are held up, as happened in Poland at the beginning of 1992. Trade 

orientation, though, is clearly to the West. Indeed the East-Central Europeans measure thoir own 

circumstancos against conditions In the West. The pest-Soviet states and the Eust-Central European 

state& (l.o not yet view economic relations with each othtlr as capable of sustaining ecoaomlo growth 

or enaurilll sta.bi.lity. And, as the web of economic rcll'ltions continue to disintegrate, economic ties 

do not have the ability of rea train or perltaps even to moderate pollci~s or actions that could bo threats 

to aecurity. Restr11ints, for the time being then, arc rnore likely to come through mmtary 

arrangements. 

B. The Military Considerations 

For 111uch of the postwar period it was virtually impossible to separate Soviet military aud 

ideoloalcal interesu in :East-Central Europe, In the latter years of the Gorbachov erl\ Mosoow, In 
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order to begin to bring ~he Cold War to an end, had to b~gin 10 separate its military froall its 

ideological concerns. This enabled the East-Central European states to reassess their eval11ations of 

tllo threat from the East nod to free themselves from the Soviet empire (that i$ the Warsaw J'act 

member&). Soviet attempts to separate its se~urity from its ideology were obviated, in a sense, when 

both the Ideology and tho Union collapsed. The su~cssor states and the Eau-Central European 

COIUltries no longer needed to view security throu11h the prism of Marxism-Leninism and the 

imperative to preserve the centre of that ideolugy. 

For the iiUCCessor states, porticularly Russia, the main concerns appear to be: one, to minimize 

the economlg ancl pl)!itical damage engendered by the withdrawal of troops by seeking an orderly 

resettlement; anel two, an attempt to minimize points of friction with East~Centrall':uropMn states. 

lo the case of the East~Central European states, the threat from thO East rno.y not have disappeared 

but it ha$ certainly diminished. They have tried to ensure that troop withdrawals arc completed and 

that fla:ih points, relating to such issues as separatis.m in Moldova, are minimized. As noted, all 

partiea, to a significant degree, have become more inward looking, bul more than that there have been 

ohangei that have removed, or at leut drastically reduced, the dangers to security In the region and 

oo\lld r0$1rain conO!ct. 

(a) The restraining factors 

Intent and capabilities are, of .;ourse, intertwined in the formulation of foreign policy. But, 

it should be uteful to separate them here, at least for analytic purposes, in order to eJ<amino the 

testrainiDI factpn primarily ln the gase of the former hegemon (and especially amona the su~cessor 

itates, the lnrgest unit) Russia. 

(i) Intent 

Intent began to ehan&e in Soviet foreign policy both towards the West and East-Centr~l 

Europe under Oorbachcv. It was at the 27th Party Congress of the Communal Party th&.t Moscow 

first proposed the concept of "reasonable, sufficient defense." At the May 1987 Warsaw Pact meetillg 

Oorbachov claimed that the doctrine of the organization was exclusively defensive in nature. This 
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reflected not only a desire to ond the Cold War but was also a recognition (as part nf the •now 

thinkina") in Moscow that the Soviet Union might have itself contributed to the threat by making 

others feel insecure. Conversely, it was possible to increase ono's own security by Increasing that of 

Others. True, on the ground Soviet military strength continued to trow during the first four years of 

Oorbachev's rule but at least, "intent• was changing. 

Moreover, the change in the percoption or threat from the West operated together with a shift 

in Soviet sec11rity concerns ln East-Central Europe, Moscow grad11ally abandoned the Bre>.hnev 

doctrine of limited sovereignty. By October 1989 Gennadi Gera.simov, rather facetiously but not 

inaccurately, claimed that the Dre~hnev doctrine had been replaced by the "Sinatra doctriu~· In 

);:astern Evrope. He referred to the Frank Sinatra sons "I did iL my way" (~] and added that 

"Hungary and Poland are doing lt their way."21 

There was concern 11mong many in the military thM too tnnn y concessions were being rnnde 

to the West and that the balance ot power wos shifting against the Soviet Union. Ncvenheless, some 

dernoc:rats and civilian analysts wero goina beyond Gorbachev's formulation. They pvt forth 

formvlatlons that could only bo serio\lsly considered arter the collapse of the Soviet Union. Civilian 

analysts, for instance includin!l Andrei Kokoshin, sugsested a "defensivt~ defense• that would either 

reduct or elll.llinate the mobility of ground units and make offensive actions impossible, 23 

Others usued that the quest for absolute security, with its over-reliance on the military, and 

the conveuionoe of beins able to station large numbers of troops inexpensively in .Eastern Europo, all 

ultimately contrjbuttd to increasina the security problems for the Soviet Unlon,18 They became 

part of a 6ystetn.lc problem. Oenrikh Trofimenko wrote it1 1991 that"it has been said more than once 

that our distribution system was a military communist economy and as for the state, it turned out to 

be IUI lll)pendage of the army that supplied the people with what was left of the re,ources requir$<1. 

for mllitary production.,. 

U was these types of assessments that set the stage for a complete reevaluntion in the post

Oorbachov era, an era which really began after the defeat of tho Avgust 1991 coup. 'the West could 
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not be viewed as a threat any longer, Absolute security was unatlainable. "Reasonable sufficiency" 

did not reQuire military parity with the West. And continued large-s~ale lllilitary sp~nding and 

stationing of uoops In Eastern l;:;urope contrib11ted to ecoPomic decline in the Soviet Union. By 

Septernber 1991 the newly appointed Minister or Defonse Marshal E. Shaposhnikov repudiated his 

predecepor's comments about a Western threat and declared that NA 1'0 did not present a threat to 

the Soviet Unlon.26 F\lrthermore, on April 3, !992, Yeltsin appointed A11d1ei Kokoshin as one of 

Ruuia's First Dep\IIY Defenso Ministers. 

(ii) capabilities 

The other element of the militnry policy of the Soviet Union and that of the successor states 

is capability. Sovietlllilitary leaders were willing to support Gorbachev'$ reforms at first beca\lse thoy 

were convinced that in order to compete qualitatively with Western military forces, tho Soviet 

11conomy would need to be able to produce the most techpolosically advaueed weapons. This, Jn turn, 

could not b~ achievea unless the economy itself became more efficient and Inventive, Indeed, even 

before Gorbachov came to power, military loader• such as Marshal Nikolai Osarkov ndvocated the 

development of advanced technologies for military purposes.26 Theso military loaders were hoping 

to bring about a tl~ird mililary revollltion in Soviet lllilitary doctrine where new technolosies from the 

civiiiiUl economy wo\lld chanse the ba$iS of ruilitary power.17 

The Soviet economy, however, 11ld not Improve or becon1e more innovative. Therefore, the 

necessary underpinnings for a military revollltion were not developed there. Unilateral reductions 

by Gorbachev, announced in December 1988, and those agreed to in the CPE Treaty of November 

19, 1990 have resulted in significant reductions in tllllks, artillery and air,rart in the Atlantic to the 

Urals (APPU) area without a revltallzativn of the Soviet military, l'he> Soviet military, therefore, 

became a less potent force against the West, one in search of a new effectivo military doctrine. 11$ 

capabilities against the East-Central :European states were also dimill.ished though in that area they 

remained considerable. 
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But it has been the dissolution of the Sovlot Union that has added the mos.t l!11portant 

restrain in& element. Despite the continuing existence of the CIS, decisions are basically made at the 

republican level. As far back as 1990 some analysts, such as Major V. Lopalin, proposed tile 

fonnation of military units alont republican lines.~• Counterproposals which did not go much 

beyond the reductions mandated by the CFE Treaty at first s~emed to enjoy favour. But, following 

tho August coup, even before the body of the Soviet Union was cold, republican leaders (will• the 

exception of Russia) were rushing to create Independent ministries of dcfense. With the collapse of 

the Union the CIS roroes seem inevitably headed towards transformation into republican units with 

even R\lssia deciding by Apri11992 that it would move to ereat~ its own defense ministry and armed 

forcea. And the fragmentation of the Union forces llas significantly reduced, through not eliminated, 

intervention capabilities in Ea$t-Central Europe. 

For their Part. th$ East-Central European states (the Warsaw Pact members) have also had to 

reduce thoir capabllities, both as a result of treaty agreements and as a matter of economic necessity. 

The Cl:£ Trl'ltiY mandated a reduction of 38% in wr. and 37% in artlllery. 20 Hungary nnd Romania 

for instance, were to red\lt;e to only 835 and 137S tanks, respective!y.8~ Io fact, Hungl\ry intends 

to go beyond the CFE cuts and the Minister of Defense indicated in March 1992 that tho military will 

so down to a total strength oi only 90,000 of whom 15,000 would be civilian employees. ' 1 In 

Poland, the military forces shrank from 412,000 troops in 1987 to 296,000 by 1991.82 In June 1992, 

the CFJ'. tei1US were recoofirmed by NATO and 8 of the J S post-Soviet states and tho East-Central 

:£uropean memb,ers or the dcf~tnct Warsaw Paet. They in essence also formalized an accord reached 

in May 199;2 amons the former communist states on the apportionment of the reductions. ss If there 

is a.oy ll11uering doubt then in the successor states of the former Soviet Union about a potential 

military clanger from :East-Central Europe these drastic reductions should set them at ease. 

(b) l..ingering threats 

Changes ln intent and threat perception and a reduction in military capabilities are positive 

developments that should, significantly, enhance security in the region. Unfortunately, there are 
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other factors at work that eu<ia~;~ger these positive developments. Thero a.re, as Mted, contlnuine 

threats to democracy in the former Soviet Union. TI1ere is the danger that implosions hi states In the 

region could not be contained and aplllovers could lead to a regional conflagration. And there remain 

sourcea of tension over national minorities and the cast of troop withdrawal between 5uccenor states 

IUI.d :Eut-Central European countries. 

First, because there is consi<lcrnble political uncertainty throughout the former Soviet Union 

reducina the role and $latus of the military entails si&nificant ri$ks. True, In Russia, the lnraest 

European state, the military has no tradition of Donapartisme and it i~ badly fragmented. It is highly 

unlikely that the ariDy would acl on its own but elements of the instruments of repression remain that 

could take advantage of the increasing frustration within much of the military to present a threat to 

the democratization process. For instance, even thou&h Yeltsin has incorporated tho Central KGB 

applln\tus into the newly created Russian Ministry of security, he did not dismalltle the old 

structures." 

As the SQviet economy enco®ten incrCII$ing diffic11ltie~S, those who seek to create a more 

erticleDt army will likely become increasingly frustrated. In the competition for resources, Yeltsln 

has indiQlted repeatedly that the military will ueed to wait In line with others. But the creation of 

an efficient force will require enormous resource&. Eveu with great reductloll$, the Ru$Sian armed 

forces tue projected to niUl\ber 1.2 - 1.3 million men at the e11d of the transitional pcriod.15 

Marshal Shaposhnil<ov in calling tor the future elaboration of defense poli~:y and military 

requirements has emphasized tlie need to create smaller, but more potE!nt, professional military 

forces.M But with decliDing produetiou, including that of the defen~e industries, and hyper

innatlon this kind of military force would represent an unbearable burden 011 the economy. 

It is not only &enior n1ernbers of the military however, who seek a tr11nsformat!on or doctrine 

and a chanae in strategy thB.t may be well beyond the means of the Russian economy. There seems 

to be a fixation on imitating, or matching, changes in Western strategy such as "AlrLand Baute• 
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and 'Follow~on Forces Attack" and NATO's d~oision to create a rapid-deployment force. £ven 

moderate civilian c!tfense experts such a.s Andrei Kok.oshin, now a first Minister of Defense In 

R11t~~lll, has declared that he considered it essential to create a centrally based rapld-depluymetu 

forco."87 

Moreover, the State Commission that Yeltsln set up for the creation of a Russian Defense 

Ministty is dominated by senior officers such as Gei\Crals Bronlslav Omelichev, Mikhait Kolosnikov, 

Leontii Ku:r.netsov and Konstantin Kol;lets.88 The Chairman of 'Soldiers for Democracy," a 

progressive group within the nrmec! forces complained that the Commission was incapable of 

effectively carrying out Its tasks because it was dominated by representatives or the old defeuse 

ostabli•hrnent.10 

Problems of funding, a lack of clear direction, the trauma tie retreat frolll Eastern Europe, the 
I 

breakup of the Union and increatlng tensions amo11g the su~cessor states huve created a deep, and 
'I 

potentially dangerous malalso within the military, A study published In March 1992 waruod that 

del!loralizalion and the docline of discipline in the l'orrner So"iet military had reached a "dangerously 

explosive" point.40 Eve11 strong supporters of Yeltsin have expre5sed their frustration. The: newly 

appointed ClS Chief of the General Staff, Genera.l V. Samsonov, for instance., complained about 

Yeltsin's request to accelerate lhe withdrawal of the Western Group of Forces from Germany. He 

wondered how this co11ld be acoomplished when there were already 170,000 members of the military 

without adequate housing. •1 

It is not s~prising, then, that many in the millttkry support those lea<lers who promise to keep 

tho armed f'orces strong and wli.o wish to limit both democratization and its impact on the armed 

forces. While Rus.!ian Vice• President Alexander Rutskoi's (an opponent of Yellsin) popuh'lrity and 

crO(!lbiJiry b quite limited amons the eeneral popullltion of Russia, the rosulls of a survey reported 

on April!, 1992 showed the ex-military ofticer to be the most popular politician among serv.icernon 

throuahout the CIS.~z Therefore, there ren1aios a danger that signiricant elernents in the military 

could, in certain clrcurostances, act togetller with other repressive forces tgainst the Yeltsin 
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government. If successful, the new R11ssian government would, at firu, tend to look inwards but 

sooner, rather than later, it would present a threat both to other su~c:essor nates and to the East-

Centrul EuropeCLn noi&hbo ... rs. 

Second, 11 threCLt emanates from the danger of implosion. Yugoslavia prcsonu a stark example 

of the difficulty of containing such conflict. There is CL real danger that Bulgaria t~nd Hungary eo1.1ld 

be drawn in. Confllct in Moldova could drnw ln both the Ukrnine and Kussia as well as Romania. 

A breakup of the Ctech and Slovak Federated Republic could draw in Hungary which may seek to 

!)rotect the large Hungarian minority in Slovakia. 

In the Baltic atates and in Russia itself there are virt11ally infinite nllmben or combinations 

for ethnic conflict and spillover. The unhappy Slav minorities in the Baltic states and secessionist 

non·Russian minorities in Russia are part of a potentially explosive situation. And although the total 

size of the armed forces is decreasing, the capacity to fight bloody internal conflicts has far from 

di~appoarod. 

Third, even if there are no implaslons there remain continuing sources of tension. Poles 

remained concerned with tho ono million nationals who live in the roro1er Soviet Union, including 

250,00 in Lithuania, And, despite attempts by Ion lliescu to normalize relations with Russia and 

Ukraine, there Is growing concern in Romania with the fate of the three million Romanians ln 

Molclova and Ukraine. 

The withdrawal or Soviet troops from Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland have also 

illustrated the difficulty of arranging for just compensation and of col)ing with the legacy of the vast 

environmental damage caused by Soviet forces. Negotiations were Ion& and tense between Poland and 

Russia, for instance, over financing the resl.lttling of CJS troops and the cleaning up of the 

environmental damage.43 The asreement reached by Lech Walesa in May 1992 for the withdrawal 
I 

of CIS forces was heavily criticized in Poland because it did not incorporate sufficient protc."ction for 

the Polish minority oo Russian territory.•• And the level of mistrust was starkly illustrnted Mrlicr 
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in March 1992 when Polish officials declared that a concentration of troops in the Russian onolavc 

ofl'.aliningrad constituted a "potential threat" for Poland.45 

There is, therefore, a great deal that still needs to be done to overcome t•saeios of mistrust 

ancl to ensure that dlfforen~cs or disputes do not lead to conflict. The restraining factors, as noted, 

are important and potent but so are the potential sources of conflict. ConseQuently. the post-Soviet 

states and those in Eli$I·Central Europe need to take positive and deliberate steps to address each 

other'& security concerns. 

C. lmplicatlons of Now Se~;>\lrlty Arrau11emeut• 

New security frameworks could be bilateral or multilateral to cover a spectrum of dan11en. 

They should involve both what may be called soft ntilitary constraints and hard 111ilitary constraints. 

Tile fonner would dimini$h possibilities of conflict and would help ameliorate disputes. The latter, 

though, would need to have the capacity to suffocate potential and actual connlot. SCICt military 

constraints would involve consultation and liaison mechanisms and confidence-building measures. 

Hard military constraints· would require the creation of effective deterrents and alliance and collective 

defenso arrangements. 

This 5ection then will deal with altempiS to enhance security by strengthening soft and hard 

military constraints. It will look at attempts by the post-Soviet and the East Centrai-European states 

to use inatr11ments of collective 5scurity, bilateral relations, regional agreements and (ultimately) 

membership in a western collective defense organiution, to accomplish this. It wlll touch on the 

Conference on .Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), the Western European Union (WEU), 

NATO and the Visesrad triangle which are all covered in greater length in other chapters. The intent 

here will be tO wen how the post-Soviet ond E11St-Central European Stares perceive these 

orsanlzatlons in ter~ns of aookina better hard and soft military constraints in order to assure their own 

1e;urlry. 

(a) The collective 'eo1.1rlty systems 
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The CSCE hll$ now been given some institutional framework, weak though it may, be which 

at least creat~s the hope for a collective security arrangement in Europe. Certainly the pO$t-Soviet 

State saw membership as useful and thoro was a veritable rush to join. lly the end of January 1992 

all the 1)0$1-Soviet States east of the Urals with the exception of Ooorgia had become members. Dy 

May 1992 the CSCE had grown to S2 members. The easorness to join may justifiably b11 interpreted 

as a desire for inclusion in a larger securily arrangement but particularly one that is linked to the 

Wost. It would be another matter however to sug~:est that the post-Soviet and the East-Central 

European States invested a great deal o! faith in the CSCE. That is, there h li!Ue to indicate that thoy 
i 

consider the CSCE as anythlne more than a means of ~omultation or liaison. It would seem then that 

they believe that the organization would have a limited role in diminishing tensions. this may be 

justified on their pan of these states for a nvmber of reasons. 

First, the very ~oncept of collective sec11rity Is somewhat fuzzy. It is meant to transcend the 

balance of power system by relyins on a very high degree of consensus, predictablllty, virtually 

automatic reaction against nagrcssion and on the power of more suasion. But the reliance on an 

overwhelmlns consensus to exerc;i.se pressure on and Isolate the aggressor falls 10 overcome some of 

the principal problems of the balance of power system. Consequently as Josef Joffe has rishtly 

observed "nations are loath to sacrifice their particular intllrests on the alter of abstract justice".40 

The record of the Unhod Nations despite the action against Iraq, which was an exceptionally ctoar 

ca5e of aggression, does not give much encouragemem for roliance on collective security 

atrllngementa. , 

Second, in E11rope itself at least so far the CSC:E has failed the difficult test of Yugoslavia. 

The hope expressed by some thlll the CSC:E could be recast into a concert-based collective security 

orsanization, led by a "security sroup" of major European powers,47 hu not been realized. The 

importance of the CSC:E in Yugoslavia is strikln& and following a meeting of NATO in May on the 

Yugoslav crisis with the posslblllty of sending peace-keeping forc(ls from the alliance to Yugoslavia 

was disCuS$ed, the Secretary General Manfrcd Worner stressed that regardless of what the organization 

p. 11 
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would do lt has no Intention of becoming "the d11fensive ann" of the CSCE.•8 NA TO's expressed 

wlUingness in June 1992 to support peacekeeping (but not p~a~cmaking) operalions under the auspices 

of the CSCE'8 ran up against Russian reluctance to sanction such mis~ions. ~0 

(b) Dilateralism 

Even before the disintegration of the Soviet Union some of tho East~Central European states 

began to cooperate with each other in order to enhance their security. l'or Instance in mid-November 

1990 Poland's defense minister called for increased cooperation on security matter& between hls 

country and J:iun,ary (and Czechoslovakia).61 Poland and Hungary sought closer des on seourlty 

matters but they ruled out a formal alliance.63 1'hus the arrangements involved only soft military 
I 

With the collapse of the Soviet Union the East-Central .European stal~s made~ further efforts 

to cooperate militarily with each other on a bilateral basis and witb the post-Soviet states. For 

example membo" of the se~:urlty committees of the Czechoslovak parliament met with their 

Hunsarian counterparts in April 1992 and with the officials of the Ministry of D~f~ME!. They 

discussed 11 wido range o£ issues from military doctrines 10 modernization of their armies to closer 

cooperation. And it was reported thllt both sidoa reacted favourably to a proposal for "open" milit¥ry 

bMOI which would allow deputlet from one country to visit the military installations of the other.58 

'I'bus both sides sought to implement confidence build ins IIIOII$1.1res (CBMs) in order to enhance their 

' 
security. But this was not an alliance and therefore they still did not move into the ana o£ hard 

militaty constraints. 

The East-Central European states also reached out 10 \he post-Soviet stoles. In March 1992, 

llunaary and Ukraine signed a military cooperation agreement in Budapest. The agrcem~nt called 

' for an cxcllause of illformation and cooperation between their two defense ministries on disarmament 

an<l training. (The treaty was intended to replace tho one the Hungarian Minitter of Dcfense hDd 

p. 1 2 
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signed with the Soviet Union in Decelllber 1991). u The agreement had elements of coordination 

IWd CBMs but did not reach into the area of hard Dlllitary constraints. 

(c) Regional Cooperation 

AS the East-Central E11ropean States beteu to assert and gain their indepenclenco from. 

Moscow they began to explore various reslonal groupings which would help them achieve greater 

sec11rity and stability. The SOviet Union did not loom quite as large as a sec11rlty threat in 1990 and 

1991 b11t there were continuing East-Central :E11ropean concerne, Some arrangements such as the 

Itatian-led initiative, the Pentagonale brought together, Italy, Hungary, Poluud, Austria and 

Czechoslovakia in A11gust 1990. (fn 1991 Poland was accepted as a full ntemoor). It fit into a security 

a.rrangement in the broadeJt terms with the foc11s beins on 1ransportatlon, communication, hydro-

cle~tric power, cultural activities and minority rights. n Another l()()l;e $acurity arl'llllgement, first 

suggested by Zbigniew Brzezinski, brousht together the north~rn tier states of Poland, Hungary and 
! 

Czechoslovakia at the Yisegrad Summit in February 1991.11 

There was also an attempt to bring about multi-lateral cooperation among some of the 

successor states of the Soviet Union and East-Central European countries. In Aprill992 the forci&n 

ministers from Russia, Ukraine, Moldova and Romania not only <:onferred over the conflict regarding 

the "Dniester Republic" but also resolved to set up three quadripartite bodies: a group of ro;''· 

oQ3ervcrs to monitor the ceasefire; a group of human rights observers; and a minion of C:' 

and mediation to work out political solutions to the conflict. 57 They also adopted reco 

on the disensasem.ent of forces and on maintaining the neutrality of Russia's Fourte 

is deployed In the Dnicstcr area of Moldova). This was tht~refore 11 sec11rity arra• 

insUtutionali~tion and specific ioals related to one area of conflict. lt was 11 ~ 

tho p1mibility of resolving disputes in the area through the cooperation oft' 

those of East-Central Europe. The agreement however was vague in termr . 

[Uld therefore did not reach the stage of hard military constraints. 

p. 13 
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In the cue of the Pentagonale and the Visegrad trojkat there were shades of ententisme and 

exclusivism. Broadly conwued in terms of political, economic and security needs thO \Wo 

arrangements looked tO the Interests of selective groups within :East-Cenual Europe and excluded the 

post-Soviet states. This not only limited their security functions but also increased the danger or 

• 
inter-War style, regional fraamontatlon and mistrust of the type that exist~d in the inter-War period • 

precisely what they wo111d wish to avoid. 

Moreover, the orientation or the Pentagonale and Visegrad is clearly towards the west. For 

the Pentagonate a prime objective from the beginning was entry of the Eau-Central European states 

Into the European Community. The Visegr~d group has also looked west, to NATO. In March 1992 

in fact, ambassadon to NA 1'0 from the Visegrad trojlsat complained that insufficient progress was 

being made toward establishing closer ties with NATO. Th~y nsked that NATO step-up efforts to 

establish a "privUes:ed" relationship with the three couutric5 (whioh would then lead to full 

membership in NATO)." 

These two regional arrangements though could be useful if they increased the habit& of 

cooperation and function as perhap& a kind of preparatory or trainin& Uage for intesration.69 Such 

integration however needs to present opportunities to 1!!1 the states from the Atlantic to the Urals, 

oven if the sequence is different. Otherwise new fears and barriers would be raised. 

n. LOQKJNG TO THE WEST 

NoM of the states between the Oder and the Urols however, wish to be excluded from the 

security arrang~ments made in the western part of the continent. Perhaps because of their ear:erness 
. 

to participate, particularly In the case of the .East-Central European States they have not invested 

enough effort in regional arranaements that could function as on intermediate stage to brlng the two 

halves of the continent together. 

The p11Sh for inclusion is strong ancl growlng in the East. In December 1991 as the Soviet 

Union came to an end Boris Yeltsln declared Russia's interest in NATO membershlp.00 And since 

then he has reiterated that mombeuhip in NATO remains a long term Russian goal. In July 1991 

P.02 
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Lcch Walesa expressea not only Poland's desire to join NATO but also his fear of division in Europe. 

He declared. that "the people of Central and Eastern E11rope resolutely reject any ideas of 'grey' or 

buffer zones. They imply a continue(! division of the contimml . . . Without a secure Poland and a 

secure Central Europe, there is no secure and stable Europe."81 (emphasis added) 

Therefore, what the states east of the Oder are also seeking is a continent wide security 

arrangement that is voluntary and ors&ulc. Among the most positive aspects of that is an underlying 

assumption, perhaps not sufficiently articulated, that security ls not divisible. 

NATO is not the only option. Th1.1 west Europeans in their Uloruet\10\IS push for into,ratlon 

have beaan \0 emphasize the WEU, R long dormant sroup to which nine of the twolve European 

Community (EC) members belong. France and Germany have proposed a joint European force under 

the auspices of the WEU. And at the Maastricht meeting in December 1991 where the .liC states 

reached an agreement for closer unity they also decided, for the fir~t, lime to move towards "the 

eventual framing of a common defense policy" by strengthening the WEU. sa 

There are difficulties though. First, it is hard to see how the French and German proposals 

for Q European force under the WEl1 could also be an effective ".European leg· of NATO. Secondly 
' 

the hopes for rapid integration which would include mili111ry coordination may not bear fruit for quite 

some time. Not only has the electorate Jn Denmark rejected ratificatlou of the Maastricht Agreement 

but there is incrca•iog opposition to it in France and Germany, 

lt is not surprising therefore that the states east of the Oder have placed their faith far more 

in NATO than in the WEU. Doris Yeltsin himself (and other leader$ in the region) have made it clear 

that they believed NATO to be the most effective security institution in Europe today.83 ihe 

WashingLQu Treaty save NATO both political and military dimensions. This fits io well with the 

broader concepts of security. It is thus not surprisin& then that Ycltsln durins the August 1991 coup 

phoned the Secretary General of NATO to ask for poiitjga! support. 
' 

NATO's greatest streng~ however, is collective defense. It is a Car c1eorer concept than . 
collective security ana it creates a smoother path towards a security partnership. Moreover, NATO 
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ha.s enjoyed remarkable longevity 11$ an alliance and over more than four decades has built up a high 

level of credibility. It has not only protected the members from un e1.ternal th• eat but lt has also 

played a useful conflict resolution role within. It could not resolve the elltremely compll'll diSJJUto 

between Oreece a11d Turkey but the oraanizalion played an essential role ln helping to $uffocate the 

possibility of dir~.ct conflict between the two NATO allies.64 And it ls not Inconceivable that in the 

future the Rapid Reaction Corps which NATO announced in May 199165 could be used to deter 

conflict or employed a.s a cesce-mnkjng foree in a NATO with extcnc:lcd memborship. 

In response to req\lests from the East-Central 'European states for closer ties, NATO at the 

Rome Summit in November 19!iJ created the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC).66 The 

NACC 1£ to enhan~o ~ooperetion in the political, economic and military areas. It ha.s the potential to 

grow, The American Secretary ot' State James Saker suggested that it could funcllon as the primary 

consultative body botwoen NATO and tho liaison statts on security Jnd rtlMM issues and play a role 

in controlling c:riscs in Europe.07 Unfortunately Dakor•s vision wjtl be very hnrd tCI reftli~o unless 

fnr mor11 is done to help integrate $CC\Irity in the eastl:rn il.nd western part of the continent. The 

NACC was the least that NATO could do, and not the most. The states east or the Oder contin11e to 

have hisher expectations. Perhaps In what is emblematic of the attitudes of thes~ state~ in March 

1!192 the Polish Defense Minister announced that the military would be restnac;tured so that ll could 

use NATO weapons systelll.'j. •• :, 

Enlarging NATO would not be an easy task. The states e3.St or the Oder would need to meet 

certain standards and a.s in the case of the .EC enlarsement would occur in stages. What is important 

is that NATO should give hope to all of the states east or the Oder that once they met the criteria for 

wtmb$rShip they would have an opportunity to join. And a larger NATO perho.ps with au enlarged 

political vision need not make a commitment to deal with a!l threats or to formulate doctrine based 

on abstract threat$. '()nrortuuately as hostile Third World dictatorships on the periphery of Europe 

acquiro missile technology Bnd weapons of mass destruction the threat to the E11ropean continent 

rofuscs to disappear. A NATO with a strong trans-Atlantic link and a revitalized, democrlltic Russia 
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as 11 member, would not only have a gr~ater capacity to resolve problems within that alliance but also 

would present a far more credible deterrent to such threats. 

111. CONCLUSIONS 

Inward looking in many respects, yet, fascinated by and drawn to the West, the post-Soviet 

states and those in Enst-C~otral Europe have not done enough to alleviate each others' sec11rity 

concerns. Once the post-Soviet states no longer perceived o threat from the West they dramatically 

reduced their strategic intere6Uln Eau-Central Europe. Their concern is more wi\h the more obvious 

Clash poin\.9 and with any threat of exclusion. Yet alven political and economic uncertainty and ethnic 

strife iD the region there is a need for the creation of a m11ch more comprehensive 1\nd Qusta..inable 

relationship. 

For thoir part, the East-Central European states see a greatly diminhhed threat from the post

Soviet states. But they seem to have difficulty in viewing the latter, especially Russia, u a $OUrce for 

iDOreasea regional and continental security and stability. This is particularly unfortunate becKusu 

Russia uuder a democratic leadership is likely to be the locomotive for democratization and eve11tual 

stability in the former Soviet Union. Unfortunately, all too often the East-Central Europeans 

continue to think of Russia ancl the other post-Soviet states in Europe in terms or Josef Droclsky's 

contemptuous phrase "Western Asia".09 Such attitudes can only enhance the concern of the post

Soviot states thllt they are being excluded. Such problems must be overcome in ordor to t>e ahle to 

build a continent-wide security architecture that can incorporate the kind of hard military con•h~inu 

which will eusure stobility • 

.first, though the post-Soviet states and those in East-Central Europe need to formulate 

policies on the b~is of inclusion rather than exclusion. Bilateral and regional arrangements shoulcl 

not load to a new fragmentation. Such arrangements will work best if they are cleslgned ~ 

components addina to a larger security arrangement. 

Second, M noted, it would be important to enlarge the most effective security institution • 

NATO. This would need to be done in stages and that in turn could be successful only if the hope 
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is held out to all states from the Atlantic to tho Urals that they will have an opportunity to join. 

NATO therefore would need to re-think the crltoria for membership and lhen make sure that thoy 

are fniTiy applied to all potential applicants. 

Thil'd, it is imperative that military security should not be artificially separated from political 

and economic ~ecurlty. The states east of the Oder are engaged in an elltrl\ordinarily difficult, indeed 

revolutionary transformation and consequently mllltary, political and economic factors are 

Pill'ticularly difficult to separate. Momentum I& crucial for the success of this transformation. 

Momentum must be maintained in all areas in order to escape the gravitational pull of repression and 

the cta.oaer of regional conflict. The post-Soviet states, together with those in East-Central Europe 

and with the help of Western Europe have the potential to use that cooporatlon to maintain the 
•' 

momentum and to ens\lre that the area between the A ttantic and the Urals becomes a stable and 

democratic whole. 

P.eo 
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Introduction 

The collapse of integrated trading regimes in what used to be called the 

East Bloc has raised a host of imponderable economic issues. These pertain to 

trade relations between and within the former CMEA countries, as well as to 

processes of systemic transformation now at work within these countries. The 

disintegration of the old transnational economic and political structures have 

been accompanied by reductions in trade flows which have introduced 

further short-term complications into the task of effecting the transition from 

socialism to capitalism. This paper examines issues, prospects and 

implications associated with the collapse of the traditional structures 

facilitating regional economic integration. Special attention is paid to 

questions surrounding the extent and desirability of declines in regional trade 

during 1990- 1991, as well as to prospects for economic reintegration based 

upon healthier economic principles. 

According to the conventional wisdom prevailing in the region and 

the West, trade flows within and between Eastern Europe and the former 

Soviet Union collapsed during the 1990- 1991 period. According to the US 

International Trade Commission, trade volumes within the former CMEA 

declined by as much as 50 per cent during this time [Pogany]. Declines in trade 

are linked to the abrupt transition to the use of world market prices and hard 

currencies in intra-CMEA trade that took place in 1991, prior to the CMEA's 

abolition in June 1991. The rapid convergence of intra-CMEA prices towards 

world-market prices meant dramatic increases in the relative price of energy 

products and raw materials, which in turn produced a major deterioration in 

the terms of trade for the Eastern European countries as purchasers of Soviet 

energy and raw materials exports. Reductions in Soviet energy deliveries to 
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Eastern Europe was a second shock,1 as was the effect of German 

reunification. On the Soviet side, growing macroeconomic instability and 

balance-of-payments tensions reduced the USSR's abilities to pay for (if not 

import) East European products. 

These reductions in intra-regional trade are widely viewed as 

· inherently undesirable, since they depress production, incomes and 

employment which in turn creates socio-political difficulties that hamper the 

transition from socialism to capitalism. This has led to calls for a wide variety 

of trade-promoting measures, both from within the region and by 

representatives of Western and international organizations. Included in this 

have been calls for the creation of Western-funded payments unions, either 

for Eastern Europe, the economies of the former Soviet republics, or both 

[Brabant; Soldaczuk; Gotz-Kozierkiewicz]. 

A second view is now emerging among some Western economists 

[Brada (1992)] that challenges the conventional wisdom described above. 

According to this view, data on trade volumes during 1990- 1991 are fraught 

with numerous statistical and methodological issues. When properly 

considered, these problems raise doubts about the extent of the declines in 

trade flows. Moreover, a share of the trade that disappeared during 1990- 1991 

was not consistent with the principle of specialization according to 

comparative advantage, the source to which gains from trade are usually 

attributed under the neoclassical economic paradigm. According to this view, 

reductions in inefficient trade flows may improve socio-economic welfare, 

rather than reduce it. Since, in this view, much of the reduction in trade is 

either fictitious or desirable, there is little need for Western aid to finance a 

1 Soviet oil production declined by some 18 per cent during 1988 - 1991, and the 
volume of oil exports to Eastern Europe fell by some 30 - 35 per cent in 1991 [Brada]. 
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resurgence in trade flows between the former CMEA countries. Indeed, rather 

than promoting the transition by helping to cushion some of its blows, 

Western aid could ultimately damage the prospects for economic 

transformation by unwittingly preserving undesirable trade linkages. 

The "Collapse" of Regional Trade: How Big? How Bad? 

As Brada points out [Brada (1992)], data depicting dramatic declines in 

trade flows are beset by methodological and measurement problems inherent 

in the manner in which the official statistics have treated intra- versus extra

regional trade flows. The methodological issues relate to questions about the 

exchange rates used to value intra- and extra-CMEA trade since the late 1980s, 

as well as the effects of the differing devaluations and inflation rates that 

have characterized the region since 1989. The measurement issue reflects 

concerns about the completeness and accuracy of trade data during the 1990-

1991 period. 

The exchange rate issues reflect two inter-related problems. First, 

numerous distortions were present in the pre-1991 cross exchange rates 

between the transferable-ruble rates used to measure intra-CMEA trade and 

the dollar rates used to measure the region's trade with the rest of the world. 

Second, official statistical measures of ruble-denominated trade in 1991 were 

generally converted into measures of dollar-denominated trade at exchange 

rates that overvalued the transferable ruble. Both of these factors had the 

effect of exaggerating the decline in regional trade during 1990- 1991. 

Prior to the switch in 1991 to hard-currency accounting, the vast 

majority of intra-CMEA trade was conducted in transferable rubles, while 

trade with the rest of the world was conducted almost exclusively in dollars 
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(or other convertible currencies). Most CMEA countries' official statistics 

derived aggregate trade figures by converting dollar and ruble trade flows into 

domestic currency units according to exchange rates which overvalued the 

transferable ruble. This artificially overstated the value of intra-CMEA trade. 

However, East European countries in the late 1980s began to adopt 

more realistic ruble-dollar cross exchange rates which, in effect, devalued 

their currencies against the dollar for trade accounting purposes. 

Paradoxically, because of the large magnitudes of these devaluations, they had 

the effect of reducing the comparability of different years' trade data. For 

example [Brada (1992)), the introduction of the "commercial" exchange rate 

for the Czechoslovak koruna in 1989 meant that, relative to the "official" 

exchange rate in force during 1988, the koruna was effectively devalued 

against the transferable ruble by some 25 per cent, and against the dollar by 

some 170 per cent in January 1989. While neither of these exchange rates was 

necessarily an equilibrium rate, they had the effect of dramatically increasing 

Czechoslovakia's trade with Western countries (measured in koruny) 

relative to Czechoslovak trade with other CMEA countries. Thus, the 170 per 

cent increase recorded in Czechoslovakia's Western trade for 1989 produced 

by the above-mentioned exchange rate effects made a decline in dollar

denominated trade for 1990 a statistically inevitability. 

Similar problems appeared in the conversion of statistics on intra

CMEA trade from transferable rubles into dollars in 1991. This conversion of 

1990 ruble-trade data into dollar-trade data occurred via exchange rates that 

overvalued ruble trade, thus artificially increasing the extent of dollar

denominated trade. Some amount of decline in regional trade in 1991 can 

thus be explained by the fact that official statistics on trade flows (in dollar 

terms) for 1990 were too high. 
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The general point is that official measures of the relative magnitudes 

of intra- and extra-CMEA trade are quite sensitive to the exchange rates used 

(for accounting purpose) to measure trade flows. While the potential for such 

manipulation had always existed in the CMEA countries (as in other 

countries characterized by low degrees of external liberalization) it plays 

havoc with 1990- 1991 regional trade data. 

The measurement issue reflects two problems. First, the transition to 

world-market prices and hard-currency financing in 1991 was accompanied by 

a prohibition on intra-CMEA barter introduced at the behest of the Soviet 

Union. Because of liquidity problems, however, barter transactions seem to 

have continued, albeit on a smaller scale. Prior to the relaxation of the 

prohibition in August 1991, it is likely that few if any of these transactions 

were reported to the statistical authorities, which would bias the official data 

for 1991 in a downward direction. Second, official trade statistics focus 

primarily on the state sector, while coverage of private trading activities is 

sketchy at best. The authorities' general lack of preparation for monitoring 

even legal private activities, especially in foreign trade, means that a 

significant share of legal private trading activity escapes the official statistics. 

It is instructive that the state monopoly on foreign trade, in the sense of 

prohibition on private foreign trade activities, generally remained in force 

until 1989 for Hungary, Poland and (the former) Yugoslavia, and until 1990 or 

1991 for the rest of the region. The small-scale nature of much private foreign 

trade also hampers accurate measurement. Moreover, an important (though 

indeterminate) share of private foreign trade activities remains in the 

underground economy, often due to the desire to avoid customs duties and 

other forms of taxation. While the extent of unrecorded private trade 
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activities is unknown, press reports2 and casual observation suggest that it is 

significant. The implication is that the significant declines in intra-CMEA 

trade recorded during 1990- 1991 affecting the state sector may have been at 

least partially offset by increases in private trading activity. 

Despite the confusion over numbers, four points about regional trade 

· can be made with some certainty. First, since good measures of the extent of 

the trade shock of 1990- 1991 are likely to be some time in coming, statements 

about a "collapse" in regional trade volumes should be treated with some 

skepticism. Second, whatever the extent of the decline in regional trade, it 

seem clear that the shock was worse for some countries than for others. Intra-

regional trade volumes seem to have declined most dramatically for 

Bulgaria, Romania and the former Soviet Union. By contrast, declines in 

trade among Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia seem to have been more 

moderate, especially in 1991 [Brada (1992)]. While the shock of declining trade 

volumes with the former USSR was hardly insignificant for these countries, 

its effects were partially moderated by the strong increases in extra-regional 

trade this group recorded during 1990 - 1991. Third, there was a shift in 

trading activity away from the public sector towards the private sector. This 

shift was most pronounced in Poland, where the private sector accounted for 

19.8 per cent of exports and 46.1 per cent of imports in 1991 [Kostrz-Kostecka). 

Fourth, the downward bias in the official data on regional trade flows for 1990 

- 1991 imply that post-1991 upturns in trade figures may also be (to a degree) a 

statistical inevitability. While the adoption of consistent methodologies 

should ensure that the distortions linked to the conversion of ruble-

2 According to Polish press reports, "tourists" from the former Soviet Union in 1991 
took more than $1 billion out of Poland in revenues from the private sale of Soviet 
imports in Poland. By contrast, preliminary official data for 1991 list total Polish 
imports from the USSR at $1.37 billion, and exports at $715 million [Kiosinski]. 
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denominated into dollar-denominated trade in 1991 will be a one-shot affair, 

improvements in the measurement of private trading activities are likely to 

produce exaggerated increases in recorded private-sector, and thus aggregate, 

foreign trade activities. 

Questions about the extent of the declines in trade volumes are 

· supplemented by confusion over their implications. The likelihood that 

actual declines in trade volumes are smaller than the official statistics depict 

implies that, while the trade shock certainly has not helped macroeconomic 

performance, it is not the sole, or perhaps even the most important, 

determinant in declines in regional levels of output, incomes and 

employment. The restrictive macroeconomic policies linked to the 

stabilization programs introduced since 1990 have certainly played a major 

role. So have declines in hard-currency imports linked to external 

disequilibria. Indeed, questions about the importance in explaining the 1990-

1991 decline in regional trade of policy-induced reductions in import 

demand, relative to terms of trade effects or the lack or hard-currency 

financing, have yet to be resolved empirically [Brada & King]. 

Doubts about the macroeconomic implications of declines in regional 

trade are accompanied by questions over their microeconomic consequences. 

As Brada points out, maximizing the static gains from trade was never the 

foremost purpose of CMEA integration. Instead, the benefits produced by this 

form of political economy for the Soviet Union in the form of political 

integration and influence over the Eastern European countries, and for 

Eastern Europe in the form of subsidized energy prices and Soviet willingness 

to accept soft Eastern European exports, were probably paramount [Brada 

(1992); Marrese]. Whatever the political and economic benefits that this form 

of integration may have provided the Eastern European countries and the 
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former Soviet republics, it had become clear by the late 1980s that they were 

far outweighed by the costs. Smaller Soviet subsidies reduced the economic 

benefits of this form of integration for the Eastern Europeans, while 

Gorbachev's and Shevardnadze's foreign policy based on "new thinking" and 

then the "Sinatra doctrine" implied corresponding reductions in the Soviet 

emphasis upon intra-bloc cohesion. Within the Soviet Union, reforms 

introduced within the framework of Gorbachev's perestroika produced a 

reevaluation and then a renunciation by the republics of the traditional 

Soviet institutions for internal economic and political integration. Instead, 

the task of rationalizing and transforming trading links within the former 

CMEA has come to be perceived as an essential element of the transition 

from state socialism to capitalism. 

Trade links within the CMEA reflected the dominance of political over 

economic logic. Decisions about locating factories were often made on the 

basis of national or regional bargaining power, or in order to achieve 

centrally-set political goals, such as changing the ethnic composition of a 

given region, or increasing international prestige. Central planning of 

domestic production and foreign trade activities, as well as the lack of an 

organic connection between the region's economies and international market 

forces, meant that production and trade activities were often economically 

irrational. When valued at world prices, these "value-subtracting" activities 

reduced GDP rather than increasing it. 

The post-1989 collapse of the internal institutions of Soviet-type 

socialism within the region, combined with the 1991 transition to world 

prices and hard-currency financing within the CMEA, made the cessation of 

many irrational production and trading activities during 1990- 1991 

inevitable. The ensuing reductions in production and trade volumes made 
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the redundancy of an important share of the capital stock and labor force 

transparent, and of course meant hardship for those closely involved with 

these activities. In the long term, however, the reallocation of the resources 

engaged in these activities is a necessary precondition for economic 

transformation and recovery. From an international trade perspective, this 

reallocation is necessary to reduce barriers to the realization of gains from 

trade based upon specialization and comparative advantage. Also, to the 

extent that post-1991 increases in regional trade are accurately captured by the 

official statistics, they are more likely to connote increases in social welfare 

than increases in intra-CMEA trade had been under the old system. 

The upshot is that, while intra-regional trade volumes have declined 

since 1989, important questions about the extent and inherent undesirability 

of this decline remain unanswered. Is Western financial support, in the form 

of establishing a payments union, for example, necessary to prop up these 

trade flows? The answer to this question depends upon the answers given to 

four other questions. 

First, to what extent do declines in post-1989 intra-regional trade 

volumes reflect the rationalization of traditional trading patterns? To what 

extent have they resulted from a lack of hard currency liquidity or excessively 

rapid adjustment to world prices? Second, how desirable is the relatively 

rapid rationalization of traditional trade patterns per se? Advocates of shock 

therapy argue that, the sooner the bill for the transition is paid, the better. On 

the other hand, many policy-makers and observers have urged the temporary 

financing of traditional trade flows in order to provide the resources 

necessary to finance the restructuring of the industries most affected by trade 

rationalization. Others have argued that the social costs of this rationalization 

can produce a political backlash capable of derailing the overall economic 
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transformation process. Third, there is the question of the opportunity costs 

of the Western funds that would be devoted to financing intra-regional trade 

flows. It is unclear why American taxpayers should be more willing to 

finance economic restructuring in Eastern Europe than in South-Central Los 

Angeles, although Western European taxpayers may feel somewhat 

differently, owing to their proximity to the region. Finally, other mechanisms 

besides injections of Western liquidity can be used to promote intra-regional 

trade. These include the reinvigoration of barter and other bilateral clearing 

arrangements, although they would not promote the desired 

multilateralization of regional trade. On the other hand, Indeed, the partial 

recovery in intra-regional trade that seems to have occurred since mid-1991 

can in part be traced to increased use of such methods [Brada; Dabrowski]. 

Definitive answers to these questions are unlikely to be forthcoming in 

the near future. The second and third questions are normative in nature, 

while technical issues are like! y to prevent a prompt empirical resolution of 

the first issue. In any case, the confusion surrounding these issues implies 

that large-scale Western financing for intra-regional trade is unlikely to be in 

the offing, and that the region is likely to have to deal with its trade problems 

largely by itself. The reappearance of barter and other forms of clearing 

arrangements since late 1991 can be seen as confirmation of this hypothesis. 

Prospects for Regional Economic Reintegration 

Prospects for regional economic reintegration on a healthier basis are 

closely linked to the domestic economic transformations now occurring 

throughout the region [Blommestein & Marrese]. Some aspects of the 

external transformation can be conceptually separated from the domestic 
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economic transition. These include policies towards economic integration. 

Moreover, the collapse of the old bloc structures does not mean that attitudes 

towards reintegration are being formed in an international political vacuum. 

Decisions about membership in multilateral groupings inevitably reflect 

geopolitical concerns. For Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, full 

membership in the European Community (EC) seems both a necessity and a 

realistic possibility. By contrast, EC membership does not seem realistic for 

many of the former Soviet republics, at least during the next 10 - 15 years. The 

pull of the Pacific Rim is likely to be much stronger for the Far Eastern areas 

of the Russian Republic, while many of the new Caucasian and Central Asian 

states are looking to Turkey, Iran, Pakistan and China for increased trade ties. 

This implies that reintegration schemes are likely to be pursued in 

different configurations by different countries. These configurations include 

the Confederation of Independent States (CIS), the Polish-Czechoslovak

Hungarian triangle [Tokes], and the Central Asian Consultative Council, 

established by Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and 

Tajikistan in August 1991 to coordinate economic policies [Brown]. While 

integration within these frameworks is unlikely to produce injections of 

much-needed Western capital, technology and know-how, it could yield 

important benefits in terms of economic policy coordination, freer trade, 

protection against undesirable changes in regional trade levels or patterns, as 

well as increase the bargaining power of member states vis-a-vis other 

international groupings. 

Domestic political and security concerns act as important constraints on 

the development of policies towards regional economic reintegration. First, 

there is the economic sovereignty issue. The nationalisms that were a 

driving force behind the collapse of the Soviet empire affect economic policy 
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in numerous ways. Economic sovereignty advocates often oppose the sale of 

land and property to foreigners. Significant direct foreign investment, trade 

liberalization that subjects domestic firms to "excessive" import competition, 

or privatization schemes that do not discriminate in favor of enfranchising 

the titular nationality in multi-ethnic states are also frequent targets of 

criticism. Economic sovereignty concerns are most apparent in Polish and 

Czechoslovak fears about German economic influence, although these 

concerns have not yet prevented the development of macro-trade strategies 

emphasizing integration with Western Europe, principally Germany. 

There are related regional security issues as well. Political elites and 

much of the body(s) politic in the states of the former Soviet Union and 

Yugoslavia seem to prefer economic isolation to economic integration with 

their neighbors, even at the cost of mutually-destructive beggar-thy-neighbor 

trade policies. While it may still be possible to cobble together workable 

trading arrangements in these areas, attitudes towards reintegration will 

inevitably be dominated by regional security concerns. This will cast a long 

shadow over the prospects for successful economic (and perhaps political) 

transition in the former USSR, Yugoslavia, and now the successor states to 

the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic. 

Prior to the elections of June 5 - 6, 1992 in Czechoslovakia, these 

problems seem to be least important, and thus prospects for economic 

reintegration seem best, for the so-called "Visegrad" or "triangle" countries -

Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Their advantageous position can be 

traced to three inter-connected factors: I) their relatively advanced state of 

domestic and external economic transformation; 2) economic integration into 

Western Europe, both in terms of the progress already achieved and the 

prospects for future progress (as seen in the accords on EC associate 
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membership that took affect on March 1, 1992); and 3) their willingness to 

develop their own multilateral economic integration schemes. 

The political roots of these schemes can in a sense be traced back to the 

collaboration between the three countries' democratic opposition movements 

during the 1980s. Vague theses about the need for closer political and 

economic cooperation began to take on concrete institutional form in a series 

of summit meetings, beginning in Bratislava on April 9, 1990, and then 

continued at Visegrad on February 15, 1991 and in Cracow on October 5-6, 

1991. The signing of the three countries' (identical) accords on associate 

membership in the European Community on November 22, 1991 was also an 

important stimulus on the move towards regional integration [Brada (1991)]. 

In addition to marking the end of a period of competition between Poland, 

Hungary and Czechoslovakia over who would "enter Europe first", the 

accords imply the eventual establishment of EC-oriented (and thus similar) 

institutional and policy frameworks in the three countries. The upshot is that 

successful economic integration with the EC necessarily connotes integration 

within the triangle. 

Given this link between EC and regional integration, it is hardly 

surprising that the first "triangular" accord on trade liberalization was 

initialed in Warsaw on November 30, some eight days after the EC association 

agreements were initialed in Brussels. By early 1992, this agreement in 

principle had led to work towards the creation of a free-trade zone between 

the three countries, based on the principle that intra-triangular trade would be 

no less restricted than trade between these countries and the EC. Since the EC 

agreements foresee the complete abolition of tariffs on much of trade with 

Eastern Europe, this implies that creating a free trade area among Poland, 
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Hungary and Czechoslovakia would also take the form of tariff abolition for 

intra-triangular trade. 

According to Polish press reports [Zukowska], all intra-triangular trade 

flows are to undergo symmetrical tariff reductions within a five-year period 

(presumably following the ratification of the free-trade pact by the relevant 

·governments). This contrasts with the asymmetrical reductions agreed upon 

in the EC association accords, under which EC tariffs on Eastern European 

goods are generally to be reduced more rapidly than Eastern European tariffs 

on EC goods. Reductions in tariff rates are to result from a series of bilateral 

protocols that are to produce three (possibly four) product lists. The first list 

contains products for which tariffs will be immediately abolished upon the 

ratification of the free-trade agreement. The second list contains products for 

which the abolition will be gradual; and the third list contains products for 

which tariffs will remain in force during an unspecified "protective period" 

(okres ochronny). A fourth list, if it is drawn up, would contain products not 

subject to tariff liberalization. Tariff abolition is to be accompanied by the 

liquidation of non-tariff barriers to trade as well. 

Four questions have been raised about the effectiveness of these 

measures. Brada, for example, argues that the impact of tariff reductions on 

intra-triangular trade would be limited by the fact that "East Europe's tariffs 

are generally lower than the EC's" [Brada (1992), p. 38]. However, the higher 

tariffs introduced in Poland and Czechoslovakia in 1992 may have closed this 

gap for these countries, if not eliminated it altogether.3 The implication is that 

reductions in tariff levels would indeed produce significant increases in intra

triangular trade, a proposition supported by a study of the effects of the 

3 Poland's new tariff regime, which tripled average tariff levels to 18.1 per cent, was 
introduced in August 1991 [Dziewulski]. Much higher tariffs were introduced on a 
variety of agricultural imports in Czechoslovakia in January 1992 as well [Kobylka]. 
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agreement on Polish trade and macroeconomic variables conducted by 

researchers at the Foreign Trade Institute in Warsaw [Biskup et al.]. A more 

difficult question is likely to be the determination of the composition of the 

three (or four) product lists described above. 

The second question pertains to non-tariff barriers to regional trade. 

·Despite post-1989 progress in external liberalization, quotas, limits and 

financial restrictions of various sorts remain important barriers to the 

expansion of regional trade. These barriers protect sectors that are politically 

"sensitive", such as agriculture and food processing, pharmaceuticals, and 

some branches of light industry. As is generally the case in negotiations over 

such matters, the heterogeneous nature of these restrictions and the political 

sensitivity of the protected sectors makes negotiating quid pro quo reductions 

in these barriers extremely difficult. Negotiators can claim that their own 

country's external regimes are the most liberal, and thus demand 

asymmetrical reductions in non-tariff barriers from the other sides. As one 

Polish foreign trade official remarked in May 1992 [Zukowska]: 

"We have disarmed ourselves. Other than tariffs, we have 
virtually no mechanisms for steering imports and protecting 
the domestic market. Czechoslovakia and Hungary have 
adopted a much more cautious approach to opening their 
domestic markets and seeking integration with the 
international economy. In effect, they have maintained 
numerous non-tariff barriers in import." 

This despite the fact that administrative restrictions were imposed on the 

import of alcoholic beverages, tobacco, non-ferrous metals, fuels and 

intellectual property in December 1991 and March 1992 in Poland [Niezgodka

Medvoda]. Moreover, arguments over non-tariff barriers are likely to affect 

positions taken on tariff reductions, since a country like Poland that believes 
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itself to be more sinned against than a sinner in terms of non-tariff barriers 

may be unwilling to accept symmetrical reductions in tariff rates.4 

A third issue is the extent to which trade flows within the free-trade 

zone would have to be financed in hard currencies, as the negotiators seem to 

favor [Zukowska]. This raises a series of questions. What, exactly, constitutes a 

"hard" currency in the Eastern European context, both now and in the future? 

Does this mean that Western currencies will be used exclusively, or will 

increasingly-convertible forints, zlotys and koruny also play a role? If so 

which role for which currencies? The greater convertibility of the zloty 

relative to the koruna could impose a hardship on Czechoslovak firms, for 

example. Using domestic currencies to finance intra-triangular trade would 

also place a premium upon macroeconomic policy coordination, in order to 

bring about a convergence of inflation rates and reduce exchange-rate risk. On 

the other hand, the stipulation that intra-regional trade be financed 

exclusively by Western currencies could reduce the volume of trade, as 

occurred throughout the former CMEA during 1990 - 1991. 

The fourth and perhaps most serious threat to prospects for regional 

integration is the impending dissolution of the Czech and Slovak Federal 

Republic. According to the conventional wisdom, the results of the elections 

on June 5-6, 1992 have moved the dissolution from the realm of the possible 

4 According to Polish press reports, examples of Czechoslovak and Hungarian non-tariff 
trade barriers not generally present in Poland include [Zukowska]: 1) quotas and other 
restrictions on imports affecting hogs and beef cattle, beef, butter, potatoes, vegetable 
oils, and glucose (Czechoslovakia), as well as consumer goods in general (Hungary); 2) 
licensing, affecting some 33 per cent of Czechoslovak exports (especially foodstuffs, 
cement, and pharmaceuticals) as well as 10 per cent of Hungarian imports (primarily 
foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, cars, telecommunications equipment, coal, and many 
consumer goods and construction services) and 25 - 30 per cent of Hungarian exports 
(energy products, some foodstuffs and some textiles); 3) the limited degree of forint and 
especially koruna convertibility, compared to the zloty; and 4) hidden taxes on imports, 
such as the requirement that Hungarian firms deposit funds to be used to purchase 
imports in special bank accounts paying below-market interest rates. 
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to the realm of the inevitable. This of course raises a host of economic (and 

political) issues for the triangle countries. A "nasty divorce" that precludes 

the renegotiation of Czechoslovakia's external obligations could be an 

economic disaster for both the Czech and Slovak republics, which could see 

balance-of-payments support and other sources of external financing dry up. 

The Jack of a prompt decision about the division of the federal government's 

assets and liabilities could dramatically increase the uncertainty facing foreign 

and domestic economic actors, and bring the federal privatization program to 

a halt. But even a "velvet divorce" is likely to entail important short-term 

economic costs, especially for Slovakia, which would Jose the subsidies 

provided by the federal budget,5 and would be likely to face new trade barriers 

on Czech markets. Barriers to Czech exports in Slovakia would have a 

similarly negative effect upon the Czech economy. 

In the longer run, however, the costs of dissolution may be less than 

the benefits it brings to both parties. For the Czech republic, these include the 

removal of the economic and budgetary burden that Slovakia is increasingly 

imposing on the Vaclav Klaus approach to economic transformation that 

Czechs seem to favor. For Slovakia, dissolution would mean the chance to 

introduce its own currency, which in turn could be devalued against the 

Czech (and other) currency(s) in order to improve the competitiveness of 

Slovak exports. 

Favorable long-term economic scenarios about the effects of the break

up depend crucially upon the success of efforts at intra- and extra-regional 

economic integration. This applies not only to integration between the Czech 

5 According to a Czech specialist on the Czechoslovak federal budget, the estimated total 
amount of this subsidy for 1992 is forecast at 18.2 billion koruny (about $650 
million) [Svitek, p. 37]. For a Slovak view of the economics of separation, see Martin 
[Martin]. 
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and Slovak republics, but also with their Polish and Hungarian neighbors and 

with the EC. Ironically, the dissolution of the federal republic is imperiling 

the prospects for the economic integration necessary for both republics to 

prosper on their own. According to preliminary statements from Brussels, the 

EC association agreements were concluded with a federal Czechoslovakia, not 

with the Czech and Slovak republics. If the EC sticks to this view, the door to 

Europe opened during 1990- 1991 could be shut. Needless to say, the 

transition from the "triangle" to the "quadrangle" would introduce further 

complications into the erstwhile negotiations on the free trade zone. 

Moreover, the fact that the Meciar government was elected on a platform of 

slowing down the economic transition in Slovakia bodes poorly for attempts 

at further liberalization and reform in Slovakia. Instead, regional integration 

seems likely to take a back seat in Slovakia to concerns about economic 

sovereignty and regional security. 

The result of these difficulties has been the failure to produce a viable 

free-trade agreement within the triangle. The chances of meeting the July 1, 

1992 date for the agreement seem to be receding into the distance. Moreover, 

the lack of progress in economic integration has been accompanied by the 

appearance of growing political tensions within the triangle as well. 

Hungary's decision in May, 1992 to unilaterally cancel the Bos-Nagymaros

Gabcikovo dam project had introduced an extremely serious, perhaps 

insoluble, conflict into Hungarian-Czechoslovak relations even prior to the 

June elections. It remains to be seem whether the appearance of an 

independent Slovakia will heighten tensions with Budapest, and whether the 

post-1989 convergence of Polish- Hungarian - Czechoslovak political interests 

will be definitively disrupted. 
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Even if a free-trade zone along the lines described above is eventually 

established by these countries prior to their inclusion into the EC, important 

aspects of regional economic integration may not be addressed by this zone. 

These include closer macroeconomic policy coordination, as well as the 

development of common regulatory standards in health, safety and financial 

· matters necessary to encourage outside investors to view the region as a 

single unified market, rather than three (or four) sub-markets. Since the entry 

of Poland, Hungary and the Czech and Slovak republics into the EC as full 

members would presumably be preceded by the introduction of monetary 

union and creation of the single market envisioned by the Maastricht treaty, 

integration with the EC would seem to offer more hope in this context. On 

the other hand, the worse the prospects seem for implementing the 

Maastricht vision of the EC seem to be, the more important intra-regional 

integration becomes for the triangle countries. 

However serious the problems Poland, Hungary, and the Czech and 

Slovak republics face in terms of regional integration may be, they pale in 

comparison with the situation in which the Balkan states and the former 

Soviet republics find themselves. Not only was the 1990- 1991 trade shock 

steeper for these countries, but their prospects for economic reintegration on 

healthier footing seem much less promising than the triangle countries. In 

addition to the high rates of inflation and the relatively slow progress of 

systemic transformation in these economies, the advantages of regional 

economic integration are likely to be overshadowed by economic sovereignty 

and regional security concerns for the foreseeable future. 

Instead, Poland, Hungary, and the Czech and Slovak republics are 

likely to exert the kind of pull on these countries which the EC exerts on the 

triangle. Indeed, if the triangle countries succeed in establishing the free-trade 
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zone (or other forms of economic integration) without gaining rapid entry 

into the EC, their Eastern and Southern neighbors may raise the same 

"widening versus deepening" dilemma that Poland, Czechoslovakia and 

Hungary have posed for the EC. 

Of course, effecting regional integration beyond the triangle requires 

the resolution of numerous other issues. First, the Balkan and former Soviet 

states must achieve a measure of economic stability consistent with the 

introduction of semi-convertible currencies and an important degree of 

external liberalization. At present, Slovenia, Bulgaria and perhaps Estonia 

seem to have the best prospects for doing this. Second, the web of external 

debts and claims left to the region by the disappearance of the CMEA, the 

Soviet Union, the German Democratic Republic Yugoslavia (and now 

perhaps Czechoslovakia) have to resolved. The indebtedness of the former 

USSR to Eastern Europe (and vice-versa) is perhaps the thorniest of these 

problems. In addition to the settlement of pre-1992 transferable ruble trade 

surpluses and deficits, it requires negotiated agreements concerning the value 

of military property left on the premises of abandoned Soviet military bases, 

as well as compensation for environmental damage incurred by the Red 

Army in Eastern Europe. Only Czechoslovakia and Hungary had managed to 

negotiate the transfer of their transferable-ruble trade claims upon the Soviet 

Union into dollar-denominated claims prior to the USSR's implosion in late 

1991; all other issues remain outstanding. 

Cone! us ions 

Despite the progress in economic transformation in the former Soviet 

bloc that has been recorded since 1989, the prospects for economic 
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reintegration on a healthier footing look less promising now than they did six 

months ago. Although the decline in intra-regional trade may be starting to 

bottom out, in and of itself this will hardly be enough to reverse the 

unfavorable tendencies that are now taking hold. As with much in the 

region, the prospects look best from Prague, Budapest and Warsaw, and 

decline precipitously as one moves East. The impending dissolution of 

Czechoslovakia has even introduced a certain measure of uncertainty into 

what had seemed to be a sure thing: the triangle countries' eventual 

integration into the EC. While the association agreements with Poland and 

Hungary are still in force, the fate of the EC agreement with Czechoslovakia is 

now in doubt. 

While regaining the momentum towards sensible economic 

reintegration that has been lost depends on many factors, two would seem to 

stand out. The first is the Czechoslovak question. A quick velvet divorce, 

followed by a renewed commitment on the part of the Czech and Slovak 

republics to the goals of internal economic transformation and external 

reintegration, would seem essential for the prospects of integration within the 

"quadrangle", as well as for EC integration. Given the campaign platform and 

now the early rhetoric of the Meciar government, it is difficult to be optimistic 

on this point. The second question concerns the fate of economic 

transformation in Russia and Ukraine. If these two countries succeed in 

stabilizing their economies and introducing convertible currencies, the 

possibilities for dramatic increases in regional trade and recovery from the 

post-communist recession brighten considerably. At present, however, the 

tensions between Russia and Ukraine are preventing the cooperation in 

macroeconomic and reform policies necessary for the transformation to 

succeed. It is thus difficult to be optimistic about prospects on this score. 
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' The Process of Change and Democratization in Eastern Europe; 
The Case of the Military 

Dale R. Herspring 

In a recent book on the process of change and 

democratization in the world as a whole, Samuel Huntington argues 

that the problems facing the political leadership in countries 

moving from single-party systems differ significantly from those 

in authoritarian or military regimes. To begin with, he argues, 

such systems operate on the basis of a single ideology and as 

result, the state and the party are closely intertwined. For all 

practical purposes, state institutions and party institutions are 

identical. Consequently, to be successful, the democratization 

of such systems (which he defines as "the replacement of a 

government that was not chosen this way by one that is selected 

in a free, open and fair election.") necessitates systemic 

changes. The monopoly of the Leninist party and its ideology 

must be broken, and all institutions, including the military must 

be depoliticized. Once the single party's monopoly has been 

broken, structures and institutions supportive of the new 

political system must be constructed.! 

lsamuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave, (Norman, University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1991), pp. 9, 117. The purpose of 
Huntington's most recent book is "to explain why, how and with 
what consequences a group of roughly contemporaneous transitions 
to democracy occurred in the 1970s and 1980s and to understand 
what these transitions may suggest about the future of democracy 
in the world." (p. 30). Huntington recognizes the need to 
develop a political culture to support democratic institutions, 
but does not discuss the issue in detail. For a more in-depth 
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The roLe to be played by the military in a democratizing 

state is critical to both regime stability and viability. Of all 

the forces in society, it is the military which stands the best 

chance of reversing the process in a crisis. As Huntington 

notes, "the military are the ultimate support of regimes. If 

they withdraw their support, if they carry out a coup against the 

regime, or if they refuse to use force against those who threaten 

to overthrow the regime, the regime falls." However, keeping in 

mind the close intertwining that exists between the state and the 

party, "The transition from a one-party system to democracy 

is likely to be more difficult than the transition from a 

military regime to democracy." In the former case we are talking 

about the total destruction of the existing system, including the 

officer corps (or at least that segment which supports the values 

of the old communist system), while in the latter it is more of a 

question of getting the soldiers to return to their barracks and 

play by democratic rules. The advantage of democratizing a 

single-party system is that once completed, the new political 

system "is likely to be more permanent."2 

This paper is about the process of depoliticizing one-party 

(Leninist) political systems of Eastern Europe. When they came 

to power in the region, the new non-communist leadership were 

faced with military organizations dominated by individuals 

discussion of such problems by Huntington, see his classic, 
Political Order in Changing Societies, (New Haven, Yale 
University Press, 1968), pp. 12-24. 

2 Huntington, The Third Wave, p. 120. 
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closely tied to the old regime as well as the existence of an all 

pervasive party-political structure. The latter ensured that the 

state and the party would be closely intertwined. Not only was 

it vital to end this close relationship to make certain that the 

armed forces do not work to reverse the democratizing process; 

the military's ability to engage in politics, its capability to 

become a praetorian force also had to be broken. The key to 

combating the emergence of a praetorian military during this 

transition period is the undermining of military cohesion and 

corporate identity.3 

With this background in mind, I plan to look at a number of 

steps the political leadership has taken to both depoliticize the 

armed forces as well as undercut the military's institutional 

cohesion and corporate identity. They include; the destruction 

of communist party monopoly through the party-political 

structures in the military; the civilianization of senior 

positions within the upper ranks of the military; major cuts in 

the military budget together with large-scale down-sizing of the 

country's force structure (which tends to create divisions among 

3There is considerable literature on the issue of 
praetorianism. Among the more important are; Amos Perlmutter, 
Political Roles and Military Rulers, (London; Cass, 1981); 
Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies, pp. 194-195; 
Eric Nordlinger, Soldier in Politics. Military Coups and 
Government, (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1977); David 
Rappoport, "The Praetorian Army: Insecurity, Venality, and 
Impotence," in Peasants and Bureaucrats, (London: George Allen 
and unwin, 1982); and Amos Perlmutter, "The Praetorian State and 
the Praetorian Army: Toward a Taxonomy of Civil-Military 
Relations in Developing Politics," Comparative Politics, (April, 
1969) pp ? 383. 
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military officers as they fight over fewer resources); and the 

introduction of a new military doctrine (which tends to create 

chaos as all of the operational plans and forces have to be 

restructured). 4 Assuming the regime is able to accomplish these 

objectives -- and the degree to which they have been realized 

will vary by country -- the next task facing the new political 

leadership will be to consolidate their rule by building a new 

political culture; one in which the country's officer corps 

voluntarily accepts the attitudes and a value system supportive 

of a democratic polity. 

Albania 

With the ouster of the communists in Albania, an 

extensive program of depoliticization was undertaken as party 

structures were removed from the armed forces. According to the 

new defense minister, former political commissars with 

professional qualifications were allowed to remain in the armed 

forces, while others were transferred to other duties or 

retired. 5 As far as party membership was concerned, officers are 

expected to completely non-partisan. To quote the former defense 

minister, "Depoliticization in all army organizations at all 

levels has now been carried out de jure • • • and the 

4These indicators follow along the lines of what Huntington 
called "subjective control measures" in his classic work, The 
Soldier and the State, (New York, Vintage, 1964). The aim of 
such devices as Huntington puts it is "the denial of an 
independent military sphere." (p. 83). 

S"The Zhulali Riddle," Zeri i Rinise, April 25, 1992 in 
FBIS, Eastern Europe, May 7, 1992, p. 6. 
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impartiality,of the army in the .. political race has been 

ensured." 6 

Meanwhile, in addition to having civilianized the upper 

ranks of the country's defense ministry, the size of the armed 

forces was radically reduced as was its budget. According to 

figures presented by Army Chief of Staff Kristaq Karoli, the 

Albanian military is down to 35,000 men -- a figure that is 

expected to decrease further in coming months, as the length of 

military service is cut from 24 to 18 months and the size of 

staffs are reduced. As far as the budget is concerned, in 1990 

it stood at 1,030 billion leke, while in 1991 it was down to 895 

billion leke. 7 

The Albanian armed forces are currently in a state of 

transition from the old Stalinist system to a more democratic 

structure. In the process, the army's cohesion, morale, and 

corporate identity have been seriously undermined. 

Bulgaria 

In October 1990, the National Assembly passed a law on 

depoliticization that forced officers to give up their party 

affiliation. All but 2% of the country's officers agreed to such 

a step. Those who refused were subsequently either dismissed or 

6"We will do our Utmost to Protect the Existence of our 
Brothers," Bujku, August 10, 1991, in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 
August 20, 1991, p. 2. 

7see Louis zanga, "Military Undergoes Reforms," RFE/RL 
Report on Eastern Europe, November 15, 1991, pp. 1-3. 
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resigned. 8 ,The Political structures in the army had been 

disbanded the previous February, and communist statutes, posters 

and the formal form of address - comrade - were replaced by 

traditional pre-communist symbols. 

The size of the armed forces was also radically reduced. By 

December 1991, for example, 85% of all generals who had been on 

active duty had been retired and the principle of retirement at 

the appropriate age is reportedly being strictly observed. To 

replace these generals, only 19 new generals and 39 commanders 

were appointed. In addition, the overall size of the Bulgarian 

Armed Forces has also been reduced. For example, at the 

beginning of January 1991 the size of the armed forces stood at 

107,00, down from 129,000 the previous year. According to a 

spokesman for the Ministry of Defense, by the year 2000, the size 

of the military will be further reduced to between 80,000 and 

93,000 men.9 

As elsewhere in Eastern Europe, a process of civilianizing 

the Army's High Command is also underway. In addition to the 

8Interview with former Defense Minister Yordan Mutafchief in 
Vcherni novini, January 30, 1991 as cited in Kjell Engelbrekt, 
"Reforms Reach the Bulgarian Armed Forces," in RFE/RL Research 
Report, January 24, 1991, p. 55. See also, "The New Era 
Indicates the Path of Changes," Narodna armiya, October 8, 1990 
in FBIS, Eastern Europe, October 15, 1990 and "Defense Minister 
on Retaining Political Officers," Sofia Domestic Service in 
Bulgarian, November 13, 1990 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, November 
19, 1990, p. 20. 

9"Defense Minister: No Fear of Army Intervention," BTA in 
English, January 26, 1991 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, January 28, 
1991, p. 12; "Generals Discuss Army's Future Development," BTA in 
English, January 23, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 24 January 
1992, p. 6. 
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appointment.of a civilian as Defense Minister, a number of 

civilians have also been appointed to positions of authority 

(e.g., head of the Military Economy Administration, and chief of 

Social Policy). The former Chief of the General Staff has been 

assigned the largely ceremonial post of Chief Inspector of the 

Bulgarian Armed Forces.10 Finally, the establishment of an 

independent officer's organization, the Rakovskii Officers 

Legion, a sort of trade-union to which large numbers of officers 

reportedly belong, will inevitably lead to a further 

civilianization of the armed forces. 

By their reliance on what Huntington calls subjective 

control measures, the Bulgarian political leadership have 

significantly changed the nature of their relationship toward the 

army over the last year. The destruction of the party 

organization and political structure, the purge of senior 

officers, the presence of the Rakovskii Legion, and the major 

budgetary and force structure cut-backs all have made it 

increasingly difficult for the country's senior officers to 

maintain either institutional autonomy or cohesion. 

Czechoslovakia 

Change is even more wide-spread in Czechoslovakia than is 

the case in Bulgaria. The changes -- which are evident 

everywhere -- have devastated military cohesion and corporate 

lOon Mutafchiev's appointment as Chief Inspector, see, 
"Mutafchiev Appointed Army Chief Inspector," Khorizont Radio 
Network in Bulgarian, February 6, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 7 
February 1992, p. 4. 
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identity. 

As in other countries in Eastern Europe, one of the first 

steps taken by political authorities after the collapse of 

communism was the depoliticization of the armed forces. All 

party activities were banned and ideological education in the 

army was ended. The Klement Gottwald Academy (where political 

officers were trained) was renamed the Advanced Military School 

of Pedagogy. Some departments (i.e., those working on 

ideological issues) were abolished and replaced by new ones 

dealing with topics such as psychology, sociology or 

pedagogics. 11 

To further de-politicize the military, a massive purge of 

the armed forces was carried out. The backgrounds and 

qualifications of all professional soldiers were reviewed. The 

first stage involved some 5,000 top-ranking officers. More than 

20% of them were declared unfit for further military service. 

During the second and third stages, the backgrounds of other 

military officers were checked. "By September 1990, 9,460 (or 

15% of the total officer corps) had left the services." To make 

matters worse -- insofar as the military cohesion is concerned --

of those who left, 71% were thirty years or younger. Among the 

country's 157 generals, 87 left or were forced to retire. In 

addition, all of top positions in the Ministry'of Defense and in 

the General Staff were filled with new individuals. To make 

11"Defense Minister Comments on Coming Army Changes," Prague 
Television Service, October 31, 1990 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 
November 2, 1990. 
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matters worse from the perspective of professional military 

officers, a civilian, Lobos Dobrovsky, was appointed Defense 

Minister.12 

Together with personnel changes, the Czechoslovak military 

has also been faced with major changes in force structure and 

significant cut-backs in its budget. To begin with, the length 

of compulsory military service has been shorted. Czechoslovak 

recruits are now required to serve 18 rather than 24 months and 

the time university students must serve has been reduced from 12 

to 9 months. By October 1993 basic military service will be 

reduced to 12 months. In addition, alternative service for 

conscientious objectors h.as been introduced. In 1990 almost 

14,000 soldiers asked to leave the military and apply for 

alternative civilian service. By the end of 1990 military 

officials were claiming that they were "facing a shortfall of 

40,000 soldiers." By the end of 1991 some 30,000 men had refused 

to serve in the military.13 

In an attempt to deal with this situation, the armed forces 

adopted a military reform plan which envisages a drastic 

reduction in the country's military capabilities by the year 

2005. According to this plan, manpower will be reduced by 40,000 

men (to about 160,000) and equipment by 40-60%. Compulsory 

service will be reduced to 12 months by October 1993 and to three 

12This paragraph is based on Jan Obrman, "The czecholsovak 
Armed Forces: The Reform Continues," RFE/RL Research Report, 7 
February 1992, pp. 48-49. 

13obrman, The Czecholsovak Armed Forces, p. 49. 
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to five mon~hs by 2005. As a consequence, the percentage of 

professionals in the military will increase 30% in 1990 to 65%. 

This will leave a an army of between 80-90,000 men.14 

To further confuse the situation in Czechoslovakia, the 

country has adopted a new military doctrine. According to this 

doctrine, the country's defense will be based on the territorial 

principle. The doctrine does not foresee a specific enemy and as 

a consequence calls for an equal distribution of troops 

throughout the country. From a purely military standpoint, the 

introduction of such a doctrine -- on which factors such as force 

structure and operational procedures depend -- inevitably leads 

to major revisions in how the military operates. New weapons 

systems must be procured, new training systems introduced, and 

perhaps most importantly, a major redistribution of troops must 

be carried out {under the Warsaw Pact, they were concentrated in 

the West opposite the FRG). 

Turning to the budgetary situation, the outlook for the 

Czechoslovak military is bleak indeed. The 1990 budget adopted 

by Parliament called for 12.5% cut in defense spending. Then on 

January 30, 1991, it was announced that Defense Ministry is short 

of 1.5 billion korunas to "secure the defense capability of the 

state in the event of an alert." On November 20, 1991 the 

Defense Ministry announced that it was asking for an increase in 

the budget from 26.5 thousand million crowns to 34-39 thousand 

14"How CSFR's Military Doctrine is Being Implemented," 
Krasnaya zvezda, March 27, 1992 in JPRS, The Soviet Union, 14 
April 1992, p. 60. 
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million cro~s in order to "avoid high outlays in the future," 

while on November 26, the Chief of Staff announced that "in 1991 

our budgeted expenditures were reduced 3.6 billion korunas in 

comparison to 1990." The result, the general stated, has been 

"restrictions on troop training and technological modernization. 

The funds are being used mostly for the maintenance of the troops 

for food, equipment, housing, etc."15 

Czechoslovak authorities have done an even better job than 

their Bulgarian colleagues in breaking down the military's 

corporate identity and institutional cohesion. The purge of the 

officer corps, the depoliticization of the military, and the 

introduction of a new doctrine -- not to mention the major 

budgetary and force structure cut-backs it is facing -- all serve 

to decrease the possibility that the military will be able to 

successfully reverse the democratization process currently 

underway in Czechoslovakia. 

Hungary 

Of all the countries in Eastern Europe, the process of 

change and depoliticization of the armed forces is most advanced 

in Hungary. The institutional cohesion and corporate identity 

that existed even three years ago is a thing of the past. In 

15"An Army Without Political Organs and Under the Control of 
the Public," Izvestiya, November 27, 1990 in JPRS, February 1, 
1991, p. 29; "Czechoslovak Military cut and Reorganized," RFE/RL 
Daily Report, November 5, 1990; "A New Military Within 36 
Months," Mlada fronta dnes, December 13, 1990, in FBIS, Eastern 
Europe, December 20, 1990; "Chief of Staff on Army Budget, NATO 
Reductions," CSTK in English, November 22, 1991, p. 17 and "How 
Much Does the Army Cost Us?" Rude Pravo, November 26, 1991, in 
FBIS, Eastern Europe, December 10, 1991, p. 18. 
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essence, th~ armed forces have been neutered as a political 

actor. 

As in most other countries, the political organs were 

initially transformed into "education and socio-political" 

organs. In August 1990, it was announced that this institution 

was being abolished with "responsibility for the new spirit of 

military education passing under the commander officer's sphere 

of influence." All of the officers affected (about 900 in 

number) were reportedly offered new posts, although the Defense 

Ministry stated. that it expected many of them to leave the 

service.16. 

As in Czechoslovakia, a civilian was appointed defense 

minister. In December, 1989 General Karpati, the defense 

minister revered to reserve status thereby becoming the country's 

first civilian defense minister. He was subsequently replaced by 

Lajos Fur, a former junior lieutenant who was thrown out of the 

military because of his political views. 

In addition, major cuts in Hungarian force structure were 

also introduced. For example, in December 1990 Budapest 

announced a 30 to 35 percent cut in manpower. This included a 

provision requiring that all officers over the age of 55 retire. 

During 1991 the military claims that 4,000 officers left the 

armed forces. Indeed, the commander of Hungary·• s ground forces 

announced on March 26, 1992 that the overall strength of 

16"Defense Ministry Airs Future Army Issues," Budapest MTI 
in English, August 6, 1990, in FBIS, Eastern Europe, August 7, 
1960. 
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Hungary's A~y is down 35% in comparison with 1986. Current 

strength, according to this source, is only 40,000 troops 

(including some 26,500 professionals). Turning to weapons 

systems, the same source stated that major reductions have 

occurred in this area as well. "The arsenal of tactical missiles 

has been scrapped altogether, with the number of tanks reduced by 

43 percent, artillery devices by 16 percent, and armored vehicles 

by 26 percent." As a consequence, there are now 20% fewer 

officers in the Army than is required.17 

Like its neighbors, the Hungarian military is also in the 

process of adopting a new military doctrine. As a consequence, 

all of the major operational concepts, text-books, even weapons 

systems must be modified. In addition, the Defense Ministry 

faces the very difficult -- and expensive -- task obtaining new 

bases in the Eastern part of the country and of moving troops and 

equipment to their new positions. 

To make matters worse, the Hungarian military faces the most 

serious financial problems of any armed forces in Eastern Europe. 

During 1991, the Ministry requested some 60 billion forints. A 

battle with Parliament ensued. The latter offered a budget of 

only 40 billion forints for 1991 -- a situation which forced the 

military to declare an "emergency situation" and make drastic 

cuts in exercises and training. Eventually, due primarily to the 

extra expenses faced by the Hungarian Army in dealing with the 

17"Army strength Reduced by 35 Percent." Budapest MTI in 
English, 26 March 1992, in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 30 March 1992, 
p. 13. 
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Yugoslav si~uation, Parliament allocated some 60.8 billion 

forints.18 For 1992, the Defense Ministry requested 67 billion 

forints. In fact, the Government has already ordered a 4% cut in 

expenditures from all ministries. And if this were not enough, 

it was announced that an additional 51 million forints will be 

cut from the budget.19 While the 25.4 million forint cut can 

probably be absorbed by cutting administrative cots, the 

additional 51 million will have to come out of operational funds. 

The situation is made worse by the fact that the Yugoslav 

situation will cost the Hungarian army an additional 150-160 

billion forints a day. In light of the foregoing, it is no 

wonder that the Defense Minister himself labeled the current 

situation facing the Hungarian Armed Forces as "catastrophic. 1120 

The Hungarian Army is in an especially weakened position 

vis-a-vis the political leadership. Almost all of the senior 

officers from the communist period have been eliminated, and the 

entire framework in which those remaining operate has been turned 

upside down. It will be many years -- if ever -- before the 

institutional cohesion and corporate identity common to the 

communist period are restored. 

18"What can 60.8 Billion Forints Cover in the Defense 
Ministry?" Magyar Hirlap, January 4, 1992, in FBIS, Eastern 
Europe, 9 January 1992, p. 21. 

19"Defense Budget cut by 77 Million Forints," Budapest 
Kossuth Radio Network in Hungarian, April 29, 1992 in FBIS, 
Eastern Europe, 4 May 1992, p. 19. 

20"The Week," Budapest MTV Television Network in Hungarian, 
April 12, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, April 15, 1992, p. 17. 
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Poland 

As is often the case in Eastern Europe, the Polish approach 

differs from that followed in other East European states. Where 

states like Hungary and Czechoslovakia have adopted a vigorous 

depoliticization program -- one aimed at wiping out any vestiges 

of the Communist past, Warsaw has been less radical in its 

efforts to democratize its armed forces. Change has occurred, 

but at a slower pace. This approach has been challenged as 

illustrated by the "Parys affair" -- but for the present at 

least, the more gradual approach favored by President Walesa 

appears to have won out. 

As in the other militaries, the armed forces were 

depoliticized. The Main Political Directorate was abolished and 

replaced by an Education Department. Political officers were 

offered the option of receiving "appropriate tactical training 

over the next decade," or of leaving the service.21 In addition 

career soldiers were forbidden to belong to any political party 

or to pursue any political activities, while conscripts had their 

party membership suspended for the period of their military 

service.22 

As in the other countries of Eastern Europe, the military 

has also been civilianized. Admiral Kolodziejczyk, who was 

21"Army-church Ties Seen Resuming Prewar Status," 
Europaeische Wehrkunde, No. J, (March, 1990), p. 191 in FBIS, 
Eastern Europe, June 15, 1990. 

22"Defense Body Rejects Party Affiliation in Army," Zolnierz 
wolnsoci, February 5, 1990 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, February 21, 
1990, p. 45. 
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initially appointed Defense Minister, and given two civilian 

deputies to assist him, was removed in the beginning of 1992 by 

Jan Parys, a civilian, as a result of a power struggle between 

President Walesa and Prime Minister Olszewski. In his 

enthusiastic effort to de-communize the military, Parys soon 

clashed with Walesa and his associates over the question of 

appointments. This struggle, which at times appeared to 

outsiders to have all of the characteristics of a comic opera, 

and included charges that Walesa was preparing to use the 

military to stage a coup, reached its climax on May 18, when 

Parys resigned. He was replaced by his deputy, Romuald 

Szeremietiew, also a civilian. What is most important about this 

episode is not the rumors of a coup attempt -- there is no 

evidence that the military was in any way involved in such an 

effort -- but that the battle between Walesa and Parys was over 

the power to appoint officials in the defense ministry. Both men 

appear to favor the appointment of civilians -- of which there 

are a number at present. The key difference between the two men 

is that Walesa is prepared to work with and attempt to win over 

officers who served in the communist military, gradually 

replacing them with non-communists, while Parys favors a more 

radical break with the past.23 

23The best discussion of this affair is Louisa Vinton, 
"Battle over Defense Prerogatives in Poland Continues," RFE/RL 
Research Report, Vol. 1, No. 20, 15 May 1992, pp. 29-30, and Jan 
B. de Weydenthal, "Political Problems Affect Security Work in 
Poland," RFE/RL Research Report, Vol. 1, No. 16, 17 April 1992, 
pp. 39-42. 
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Like i~s neighbors, the Polish military has also been hit 

hard by budgetary cut-backs. Indeed, former defense minister 

Kolodziejczyk labeled the current budget a "survival budget." As 

a consequence, he maintained, there is little the military can do 

with regard to modernizing its antiquated equipment until the 

economy improves. As he put it, "until such time as our economy 

is in order, we must tidy up our army on the basis of the 

equipment we already have, even if it is antiquated.u24 To give 

the reader an idea of just how bad the situation is, 

Kolodziejczyk stated in February 1991 that "in 1990 we only 

managed to acquire five MIG-29s and 30 T-72 tanks.n25 

Polish military officers have also had to deal with the 

introduction of a new military doctrine as well as major cuts in 

force structure. Military service has been shortened from two 

years to 18 months and there are plans to cut it further to 12 

months. The size of the military eventually will shrink to about 

230,000 - 240,000 men and their have been suggestions that it 

will be further cut to around 200,000 officers and men.26 

Indeed, in the last two years the total number of career officers 

24"Defense Chief Comments on Army, Pact Issues," Warsaw PAP 
in English, November 15, 1990, in FBIS, Eastern Europe, November 
19, 1990, p. 53. 

2511The Army of a Neutral Country," Zycie Warszawy, February 
6, 1991 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, February 13, 1991, pp. 38-39. 

26npolish National Defense Committee Meets," RFE/RL Daily 
Report, February 6, 1992, p. 6. 
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in the armed forces has shrunk by 14,000 men.27 

Insofar as its doctrine is concerned, like the rest of 

Eastern Europe, Warsaw has adopted a defensive doctrine which 

calls for the military to deploy its forces so that it will be in 

a position to deal with threats from all sides.28 The problem 

with implementing such a strategy is that it is very expensive to 

move forces from one part of the country to another. As a 

consequence, a senior Polish military officer announced on 

January 10, 1991 that it will not be possible to go ahead with 

the "planned redistribution of troops this year."29 

Despite the uncertainty that surrounds the future of the 

Polish military in the aftermath of the "Parys Affair," current 

indications suggest that it will be some time before the 

27"Military Reforms Reduce Army by 14,000 officers," Warsaw 
PAP in English, January 31, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 3 
February 1992, p. 27. 

28The question of just how neutral the military should be 
also played a role in the "Parys Affair." The latter believed 
that the main threat facing the country was in the East, that 
troops should be deployed accordingly and that Warsaw should tie 
its security and military future to the West. As Parys put it in 
a speech last January, "The only solution for Poland's security 
is to abandon military isolation and to ensure that our Armed 
Forces have support from outside. There is one security system 
in Europe at the present time. So, we do not have a great 
choice. Our desire for freedom in determining the fate of the 
country has to be coupled with the necessity of cooperation with 
NATO countries." "The Military is the Cornerstone of the State," 
Polska zbrojna, January 31-February 2, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern 
Europe, 7 February 1992, p. 15. Walesa also favored closer ties 
with NATO, but at a more gradual pace. See, "I will do 
everything to Safeguard Stable service for Military Personnel," 
Polska zbrojna, February 28-March 1, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern 
Europe, 6 March 1992, pp. 15-17. 

29"No Redeployment of Polish Troops this Year," RFE/RL Daily 
Report, January 11, 1991. 
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institution'.s corporate identity and cohesion are restored. The 

end of the communist party, the major force cut-backs, budgetary 

problems, and most important of all, the suspicion that currently 

surrounds the officer corps concerning its purported support for 

a possible coup, suggest that institutional anomie is likely to 

be the order of the day for some time to come. 

Rumania 

Of all the former Warsaw Pact members, the situation in the 

Romanian armed forces is the most unchanged. The lack of a 

serious effort to democratize the country -- as occurred for 

example in a country like Czechoslovakia or Hungary -- mean that 

little has been done to rid the country of the communist 

structures of the past. Nevertheless, there are signs of some 

movement in that direction within the military. 

While the process of depoliticization has not advanced as 

far in Rumania as it has in other countries in Eastern Europe, 

some progress has been made in this direction. Political 

activity within the armed forces has been made illegal. As the 

current Defense Minister put it, "There are no longer any kind of 

political structures in the army, must less communist ones. No 

politics are being practiced in the army.u30 In addition, a new 

military oath was introduced in April 1990. The oath is 

apolitical in the sense that it calls on the Romanian soldier to 

swear loyalty only to his homeland, Rumania, to defend his 

JO"Any Attack on the Army is an Attack on the Country," 
Curierul National, September 19, 1991 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 
September 24, 1991, p. 22. 
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country, and to obey the country's laws and military 
' 

regulations.31 

Unlike its neighbors, the budgetary situation was not too 

bad in the immediate post-ceausescu period. Citing the need to 

counter the military threat from Hungary and Yugoslavia, former 

Defense Minister Stanculescu convinced the Assembly of Deputies 

to add 10 billion lei to the 1991 budget. This represented a 44 

percent increase.32 By the following year, however, the 

situation had changed for the worse. Indeed, it was reported 

that on March 17, 1992 the Defense Minister was complaining that 

the proposed budget will provide less than half of what is 

required to modernize training, and equipment as well as conduct 

normal maintenance functions.33 

Compared with the other East European militaries discussed 

in this article, the process of democratization is least advanced 

in Rumania. Some in-roads have taken place. For example, the 

party has been excluded and the functions fulfilled by the 

political organs have been redefined. In neither case, however, 

has the process of depoliticization gone as far as it has in 

other countries in the region. The party-political apparatus may 

no longer exist in theory, but in practice political officers 

31see, "New Military Oath of Allegiance Published," 
Monitorul oficial, No. 5, 51/17, April, 1990, p<. 1, in FBIS, 
Eastern Europe, May 1, 1990, p. 34. 

32"Rumania to Boost Defense Spending," RFE/RL Daily Report, 
February 19, 1991. 

33"Romanian Military Complains About Insufficient Budget," 
RFE/RL Daily Report, March 19, 1992, p. 6. 
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continue to,serve in the army. Recent budgetary problems could 

lead to internal conflicts within the military (and thereby 

undercut cohesion), and the retirement of conservative generals

- due to pressure from within the officer corps -- could 

undermine those voices most opposed to democratization. As a 

result, military cohesion and corporate identity is probably 

somewhat less than it was several years ago. Nevertheless, 

little has occurred in other areas which would disrupt either 

cohesion or corporate identity. Senior positions in the defense 

ministry continue to be occupied by professional military 

officers, the armed forces have not been down-sized, and doctrine 

remains unchanged. 

Yugoslavia 

The disintegration and collapse of the former Yugoslav 

Republic has had a major impact on the country's armed forces. 

In place of the latter, we are now presented with five separate, 

independent armed forces; the Serbian-Montenegrin, the Croatian, 

the Slovenian, the Macedonian, and presumably the Bosnian. In 

all of the latter four cases, we are looking at what amount to 

para-military if not militia forces. All have been 

depoliticized, all are waging budgetary battles, all are 

attempting to incorporate a new doctrine, all are trying to make 

do with whatever weapons were captured from the former Yugoslav 

army, all are in the process of attempting to absorb officers 

from the old army as well as build cohesive, viable military 

organizations. 
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This leaves the Serbian-Montenegrin armed forces -- the 

heirs to the Yugoslav military -- at least insofar as the 

possession of most of its weapons systems and the majority of its 

professional officers is concerned. Despite the media campaign 

in recent months and weeks concerning the role being played by 

the serbian-Montenegrin army in areas such as Bosnia, it is 

important to keep in mind that it is also undergoing major 

changes. To begin with, it is no longer clear that the Serbian-

Montenegrin army is the key political actor in areas such as 

Bosnia as many in the West have suggested. Indeed, much of the 

fighting that has occurred in recent months is the result of 

actions by Serbian dominated military formations that do not come 

under the control of Serbian High Command. Indeed, there are 

indications that the Serbian-Montenegrin Army may be on the verge 

of collapse; soldiers defecting to some of the local formations, 

while others provide them with weapons and ammunition without 

Belgrade's permission or even knowledge.34 

Meanwhile, the Serbian-Montenegrin Army faces major changes. 

To begin with, this is smaller than was the case with the 

Yugoslav Army in 1989. According to one source, it currently 

numbers 200,000 and will probably be cut to around 125,000 in 

coming months.35 Furthermore, in recent interviews, senior 

34The best study of this process of disintegration is James 
Gow, "Military-Political Affiliations in the Yugoslav conflict," 
RFE/RL Research Report, Vol. 1, No. 20, 15 May 1992, pp. 16-25. 

35"cuts Planned for Yugoslav Army," Reuters, February 29, 
1992. 
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Serbian officials have revealed that the SerbianjMontenegrin Army 

of the future will: 

--probably be headed by a civilian, 

--be professional in those areas possessing a high degree of 
• 

military technology (e.g., tank, and missile units, artillery 

formations and the navy), 

--have a shorter tour of duty for conscripts (e.g., 6-8 

months), who will serve on the basis of the territorial 

principle, 

--exempt all nationalities, except Serbs and Montenegrins 

from compulsory service in the armed forces, 

--be completely depoliticized, 

--have a new military doctrine, 

--be faced with major budgetary cut-backs, 

--be considerably smaller in size thereby necessitating the 

retirement of thousands of officers and civilians currently 

employed by the army. As one person put it, "Serbia and 

Montenegro will have fewer people in uniform than ever before in 

their history;n36 To make matters worse-- from the point of 

view of institutional cohesion -- it was recently announced that 

the defense minister and 37 other senior generals and admirals 

(almost a quarter of those holding flag rank) were being forcibly 

36"Time is Seeking a civilian," Pobjeda, March 20, 1992 in 
FBIS, Eastern Europe, 8 April 1991, pp. 41-42; "Montenegro and 
Serbia: A Joint, Considerably Smaller Army," Politika, March 26, 
1992 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 9 April 1992, pp. 45-48. 
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retired.37 

Assuming Belgrade follows up these personnel changes with 

the reforms outlined above, the military's corporate identity and 

institutional cohesion will be undermined. The new influx of new 

leaders -- even though the majority are professional military 

officers -- the far-reaching structural changes, the new 

doctrine, and the budgetary cut-backs will disrupt the way in 

which this institution has functioned in the past. While much 

will depend on developments within what was once Yugoslavia and 

especially Serbia itself, these changes .could open the door to 

eventual democratization of the Serbian-Montenegrin Armed Forces. 

conclusion 

With the exception of Rumania and perhaps the Serbian

Montenegrin armed forces, political authorities in all of the 

other countries have been successful in their efforts to destroy 

military cohesion and corporate identity. compared with the 

Polish military in 1980, for example, these institutions are at 

present so atomized that the chances that they -- as institutions 

-- will be able to reverse the process of democratization are 

low. In this sense, the majority of East European political 

leadership have done exactly what Huntington suggested; they have 

broken the monopoly of the Leninist Party and depoliticized the 

military. Under current conditions any attempt to utilize the 

military for political purposes -- as Parys suggested might have 

37nserbian President Purges Army's senior commanders," 
Washington Post, May 9, 1992. 
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happened in ,Poland -- would likely lead to their disintegration 

and potentially a civil war. 

From a political standpoint, the break-down of cohesion and 

corporate identity is the easy part. And here I find myself 

somewhat at odds with Huntington's suggestion that because of the 

"totalitarian nature" of communist systems, the chances of a 

reversal is low once the monopoly of Leninist Party is ended and 

the military has been depoliticized. To be effective over the 

long run, a new political culture, i.e., a set of values and 

attitudes supportive of the democratic_process, must be 

introduced and voluntarily accepted by the officer corps in 

particular. A Bulgarian journalist put it best when he stated: 

We are now trying to introduce new moral standards, new 
forms of social behavior, and it is up to all of us to 
make sure that close contacts, based on openness, 
transparency, mutual confidence, and cooperation are 
established between the Army and parliament, between 
the Army and Society. The responsibility for the 
decisions lies with the politicians, but the military 
is assigned the role of implementing the decisions. It 
is expected to carry out its obligations, to defend our 
national security, and not to interfere in political 
life, which -- just like war -- is a much too serious 
matter to be entrusted entirely to it.38 

While this definition of political culture differs somewhat from 

that normally utilized among Western political scientists, the 

concept is the same. Unless military officers willingly accept 

the r~les of the democratic game and the values of the new 

system, the danger of latent praetorianism will never 

38Nikolay slatinksi, "The Bulgarian Army and the New 
European Thinking," Demokratsiya, January 29, 1992 in FBIS, 
Eastern Europe, 4 February 1992, p. 7. 
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disappear. 39. 

The construction of a new political culture on the part of 

the officer corps will be a lengthy process and take a variety of 

forms. Indeed, it will not be fully successful until all those 

who were socialized under the old regime have been replaced by a 

new generation of officers fully committed to democratic norms. 

In the meantime, however, a number of steps must be taken. 

To begin with, the educational system will have to be 

completely revamped, and most of the countries discussed in this 

article have taken steps in this direction. In addition, it is 

important that interactions between military officers and 

civilians be encouraged. This is not to suggest that military 

officers should become politically active in the sense that they 

openly support or campaign for one party or another. The steps 

taken in the vast majority of these militaries to depoliticize 

them should help avoid this. However, the imposition of a 

Soviet-style military system after the Second World War led to 

much greater isolation on the part of professional military 

officers from the civilian world than is commonly recognized in 

the West. It is important that -- while remaining politically 

neutral -- military officers deal regularly with civilians. The 

39For a discussion of political culture as an analytical 
concept as used by American political scientists, see Kenneth 
Jowitt, "An organizational Approach to the study of Political 
Culture in Marxist-Leninist System," The American Political 
Science Review, Vol. 68, No. 3 (September, 1974}, pp. 1171-1191 
and Richard Inglehart, "The Renaissance of Political CUlture," 
The American Political Science Review, Vol. 82, No. 4, (December, 
1988}, pp. 1203-1230. 
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assignment of civilians to defense ministries is a step in the 

right direction. Additional steps that should be taken include; 

sending military officers to study at civilian universities, 

using civilians as teachers at military schools, colleges and 

academies, assigning military officers to civilian institutions 

such as on the staff of legislatures and the executive, making 

them members of civilian research institutes, to name only a few. 

In addition, it is important that exchanges with Western 

countries be encouraged. In this context I have in mind not only 

the attendance by East European military officers at Western 

academies and other schools, but more importantly, the 

institution of internship programs. For example, the presence of 

a Hungarian or Bulgarian officer as an intern on the Staff of one 

of the service's Office of Legislative Affairs will probably not 

convince that individual that Congressmen and Senators are the 

easiest people in the world to work with. It will, however, show 

him that it is possible for the armed forces to work with the 

legislative, even if the former does not always get what it 

wants. Likewise, an internship in the Office of Public Affairs 

will probably not endear the media to an Albanian or Czechoslovak 

officer. However, the experience will help convince him that 

despite all of the criticism the military takes (some justified, 

some not), working with the media can be a positive experience. 

Finally, it is important to note an important change that is 

occurring in almost all of these militaries. The focal point of 

Huntington's work over the years has been institutions. In 
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another classic book he wrote in 1968, he argued that "The 

primary problem of politics is the lag in the development of 

political institutions behind social and economic change.n40 He 

then proceeded to outline a number of steps to be taken to ensure 

that such institutions become institutionalized.41 While one can 

argue with Huntington's basic thesis concerning the importance of 

institutions, what is important about the East European 

militaries is that the very nature of these institutions is 

changing. In a recent interview, for example, Hungarian Major 

General Lajos Kondor responded suggested that in the future the 

Hungarian military will resemble the Austrian army.42 

Assuming Kondor is right -- and other East European 

militaries follow the Hungarian example as appears to be the case 

-- what we are talking about is the creation of a militia-type 

system not unlike that which existed in the Soviet Union during 

the 20s.43 No longer will we see large military establishments 

in the countries of Eastern Europe. Instead, we are witnessing a 

transition to a system in which a small group of full-time 

professional military officers is backed up by soldiers who serve 

40samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing 
Societies, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1968), p. 5. 

41Ibid., pp. 14-24. 

42"Training Leaders Brought into the Ministry," 
Nepszabadsag, January 13, 1992 in FBIS, Eastern Europe, 23 
January 1992, p. 26. 

43For an in-depth discussion of the militia concept in the 
Soviet Union see this writer's forthcoming, From the Soviet Past 
to the Russian Future; Historical Debates in contemporary 
Military Politics, (Princeton University Press). 
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for short periods of time (e.g., 6-12 months) and are then 

transferred to the reserves. The introduction of a military of 

this type will change the political role of the military 

significantly. At a minimum, it will be very difficult for any 

general or colonel to lead a coup against political authorities 

if he is not backed up a military force that can be quickly 

mobilized and has a strong sense of corporate identity. Indeed, 

it was no accident that Marxist theoreticians for many years 

showed a marked preference for exactly this type of security 

arrangement. 

For most of the countries of Eastern Europe, the initial 

battle for democratization has been won. The task now is to 

follow up this initial victory with a broad based program that 

will help military officers to understand and to relate to the 

new systems, while at the same realizing that from a political 

and analytical standpoint the nature of civil-military relations 

in the region is changing radically. Institutionalization may be 

important as Huntington suggests. What is just as critical, 

however, is the recognition that the nature of the institutions 

and their relationship to the rest of the political system is 

changing dramatically. 
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